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OFFICIAL NOTICES
Sub:

Notice is given under Rule 41(1) of Geographical Indications of Goods
(Registration & Protection) Rules, 2002.

1.

As per the requirement of Rule 41(1) it is informed that the issue of Journal 93 of
the Geographical Indications Journal dated 30 th November, 2016 / Agrahayana
9 th , Saka 1938 has been made available to the public from 30th November, 2016.
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NEW G.I APPLICATION DETAILS
App.No.

Geographical Indications

Class

Goods

555

Gazhipur Jute Wall-hanging Craft

27

Handicraft

556

Varanasi Soft Stone Undercut
Work

27

Handicraft

557

Chunar Sand Stone

19

Natural Goods

558

Boka Chaul

30

Agricultural

559

Madras Checks

23 & 24

Textiles

560

Panruti Palapazham

31

Agricultural

561

Manamadurai Ghatam

15

Manufactured

562

Pochampally Ikat (Logo)

24,25 & 27

Textiles

563

Dokra of West Bengal

6,14,21

Handi Crafts

564

Bengal Patachitra

16,24

Handi Crafts

565

Purulia Chhau Mask

27

Handi Crafts

566

Wooden Mask of Kushmani

20

Handi Crafts

567

Madurkathi

20,27

Handi Crafts

568

Darjeeling White

30

Agricultural

569

Darjeeling Green

30

Agricultural

570

Otho Dongo

19

Manufactured

571

Jaipuri Razai

24

Textiles
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PUBLIC NOTICE
Dated 26th February, 2010

No.GIR/CG/JNL/2010

WHEREAS Rule 38(2) of Geographical Indications of Goods (Registration and
Protection) Rules, 2002 provides as follows:
“The Registrar may after notification in the Journal put the published
Geographical Indications Journal on the internet, website or any other electronic
media.”
Now therefore, with effect from 1st April, 2010, The Geographical Indications Journal
will be Published and hosted in the IPO official website www.ipindia.nic.in free of
charge. Accordingly, sale of Hard Copy and CD-ROM of GI Journal will be
discontinued with effect from 1st April, 2010.

Registrar of Geographical Indications
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Advertised under Rule 41 (1) of Geographical Indications of Goods (Registration & Protection)
Rules, 2002 in the Geographical Indications Journal 93dated 30th November, 2016
G.I. APPLICATION NUMBER – 522
Application Date: 06-03-2015
Application is made by Andhra Pradesh Handicrafts Development Corporation Limited,
A State Government Undertaking, Hasthakala Bhavan, Opp: Telephone Exchange,
Musheerabad, Hyderabad - 500020, Telangana, India for Registration in Part A of the
Register of Udayagiri Wooden Cutlery under Application No: 522 in respect of Cutlery
(Handcrafted) falling in Class 08 is hereby advertised as accepted under Sub-section (1) of
Section 13 of Geographical Indications of Goods (Registration and Protection) Act, 1999.
A)

Name of the Applicant

:

Andhra Pradesh Handicrafts Development
Corporation Limited.

B)

Address

:

Andhra Pradesh Handicrafts Development
Corporation Limited
Facilitated by:
Andhra Pradesh Technology Development &
Promotion Centre, (APTDC)

C)

Types of Goods

D)

Specification:
•

•
•
E)

:

Class 08 – Cutlery (Handcrafted)

Udayagiri Cutlery is made of wood which are locally available in the forest in &
around Udayagiri i.e., Nardi, Devadari, Bikki Chakka, Kaldi Chakka and
Palabarki. The artisans are skilled in this particular craft and this art is
traditionally and hereditarily transferred from their fore fathers.
These cutleries which are made in Udayagiri have been mainly influenced by
Persian motifs.
The main product range includes wooden cutlery, spoons, forks, salad bowls etc.

Name of the Geographical Indication:
UDAYAGIRI WOODEN CUTLERY
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F)

Description of the Goods:
There are wide ranges of wooden products that are being made in Udayagiri. Cutlery
items are famous among the locally available wood based items of Udayagiri. Cutlery
made from the different types of wood like nardi, devadari, bikki chakka, kaldi
chakka and Palabarki. These cutlery items like spoons, forks, salad bowls are made
with Persian motifs, which bring beauty to the products. This art has been hereditarily
transferred to the local artisans from their fore fathers.
Out of all, the most commonly used wood is of Naridi; because it is very soft and easy
to handle. These wooden logs are collected from the near by Durgampalli hills at
Udayagiri. The smaller spoons or the pallis are made out of nardi and bikki wood.
Bigger spoons and forks are made out of harder wood called kaldi. They are used to
serve curry and rice. Various sizes and designs of Spoons, Forks and Salad bowls.

G)

Geographical area of Production and Map as shown in page no: 12
Udayagiri is situated 100 KM towards west from the Nellore city. It is 460 KM from
Hyderabad and 270 KM from Chennai. The area of production of the cutlery is
Udayagiri, with coordinates 14o87’93” N, 79o30’48” E in the Nellore district of
Andhra Pradesh. The types of wood which are being used for the cutlery are available
in the Udayagiri fort area. The forest of Udayagiri is a repository for fine quality of
wood. The artisans are skilled in this particular craft and this art is traditionally and
hereditarily transferred from their fore fathers.

H)

Proof of Origin (Historical records):
Udayagiri has a long history which dates back to 14th century, where it was under the
rule of Gajapati Kings and later it moved into Vijanagar Kingdom. The entire city and
the surrounding hill of 1000 feet height were encircled with walls. After the fall of the
Vijayanagara Empire, it was ruled by chieftains of Golconda. The mosque on top of
the hill has two Persian inscriptions that credit the construction of the mosque and the
planting a nearby garden to Shaik Husain, chieftain to Sultan Abdullah of Golconda.
Later it came under the rule of Nawabs of Arcot, who granted the title of Jagir to
Mustafa Ali Khan. His descendants controlled it till 1839, until they were deported by
Nawabs again to Chengalpet for their treason.
It was formerly a place of immense importance. The walls which once encircled the
town have almost entirely disappeared, but much of the fortifications on the
neighbouring hill to the west still remain. The fort originally consisted of thirteen
separate strongholds, eight on the hill and five below. Inside the walls are the ancient
remains of tombs, temples, and palaces. A part of the hill is so precipitous and thus
inaccessible, the cliffs being in places nearly 1,000 feet high, and every path up to the
fort was commanded by lines of defence forces. Other structures include Chinna
Masjid and Pedda Masjid. A great Sufi saint belonging to the 18th century,
Rahamathulla Nayab Rasool, got absorbed in the higher-self here. Every year the
Sandal Festival is celebrated on the 26th of the Rabi-Ul-Aval month. Mahaboob
subhani sandal s also celebrated every year.
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This craft is said to have originated during the Quli Qutub Shah dynasty, and passed
on to generations over time. After 120 years it came back into attention in late 1980s.
Earlier men used to work on this craft but now mostly women practice this craft. The
present Udayagiri town, muslim community comprises more than 25% of the
population. During the rule of Nawabs and Jagirs in 18th and 19th century, people of
muslim community used to prepare the cutlery items based on the available wood in
and around the forest of Udayagiri. People here continued the tradition and made it as
their occupation and started production in bulk quantity. The craft became a
hereditary occupation and the whole family is involved in the craft. It became popular
among the cutlery items like forks, spoons, knives; wooden salad bowls etc. and other
wooden crafts through out the state and also the country.
There are more than 100 families which are dependant on this craft. The women here
have formed as around seven self help groups. They are Sazida, Asifa, Irfan, Arif,
Sujana, Bhavana, Shakir groups. Artisans have also formed a society as Udayagiri
Cutlery Mutual Aided Cooperative society.
The most commonly used material is the nardi wood and the other woods used are
devadari, bikki chakka, palabarki and kaldi chakka. Out of all most usually used is
Naridi because its very soft and easy to handle. These wood trunks are collected from
the near by Durgampalli hills at Udayagiri. The carving is done on the handle; holes
are drilled according to the pattern of the design and files are used for finishing. The
smaller spoons or the pallis are made out of nardi and bikki wood. Bigger spoons and
forks are made out of harder wood called kaldi. They are used to serve curry and rice.
The decoration on the handles is made by drilling holes according to the pattern and
finishing with files. Although it would appear to be made using a fret saw, the cutout
patterns are done entirely by drilling and filling.
I)

Method of Production:
Commonly used materials for making kitchen items are nardi wood, devadari, bikki
chakka and kaldi chakka. The object is designed with the help of drill and finishing is
achieved with help of files. The smaller items like spoons, paper knifes by nardi and
bikki wood. The bigger spoons and forks are made out of harder wood like kaldi. The
cutleries were commonly used to serve curry and rice. The common products include
set of forks, spoons, paper knives, bowls etc.
A. Raw Materials:
Materials for making kitchen items are nardi wood, devadari (2 colours), bikki chakka
and kaldi chakka (or Kalvi chakka are costly and are in demand) and Palabarki. The
object is designed with the help of drill and finishing is achieved with help of files.
The smaller items like spoons, forks are made by nardi and bikki, devadari wood. The
bigger spoons and forks are made out of harder wood like devadari or kaldi. The
cutleries were commonly used to serve curry and rice.
Product Ranges: Various sizes and designs of Wooden Cutlery, Spoons, Forks and
Salad bowls.
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B. Tools and Implements:
Tools used:
1.
Rampam-saw
2.
Sutti-hammer
3.
Badisa-axe
4.
Gor uli-chisel
5.
Churi ka samaan-file
6.
Gol kaadi-pointed file
7.
Mukhonam akurai-triangular file
8.
Drill
9.
Lakidi ka guttam-hammer
10.
Nimma Dabba
11.
Vanki
12.
Nail
C. Production Process:
These are eco friendly tools as there are no varnishes or chemical paints are used. The
processes involved in making Udayagiri wooden cutlery are procuring the wood,
cutting of wood, marking, designing and finishing.
1) Procurement of wood:
There are mainly six types of wood are available in the Udayagiri fort area. They are
Nardi, Bikki, Kaldi/Kalvi, Korandi, Palabarki and Devadari. They procure the
wooden blocks which costs Rs. 200/- to Rs. 400/- for three blocks of around 2 feet
size.
2) Seasoning of wood:
After procuring, they are kept aside in a dry environment for nearly one week. After
that, the procured wooden blocks are cut into many blocks of desired sizes. The
blocks are now completely wound by the jute threads to remove the moisture and
make it dry. Some weights of stone are place on those wounded wooden blocks for a
week to keep the winding firm and untouched by others. This whole process removes
the moisture present in the wood and makes the wood dry. This makes the wood soft
and enables the wood to be carved into the desired shape.
3) Marking and Cutting:
Depending on the desired shape, marking is done on the wood and it is cut into the
desired size. A basic shape is made by removing the extra bark using chisel. This
chiseling is done carefully as the wood is soft.
4) Making details and motifs:
Using various tools like Uli (Chisel), Golkadi (pointed file), vanki, dabba, kathi,
chani, nail etc, artisans make more details and motifs on the products. They remove
the surface layer by layer slowly using these tools. Tools like vanki is used to bring
more intricate contours and files, nails are used to make different geometric patterns.
For making holes drilling machine is used and also tools like golkadi, kathi are used.
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5) Finishing:
In the final stage of the production, finishing is done through paper finishing
machine. Where as finishing for smaller patterns and motifs are done by files.
J)

Uniqueness
Wooden cutlery is which has been making in Udayagiri for many centuries. The skill
and techniques have been transferred hereditarily from their fore fathers. Skilled
artisans are available for the production of quality products of authentic designs and
motifs of Persian and muslim culture. Fine quality and different types of wood is
available in the Udayagiri area. The forest of Udayagiri is a repository for varieties of
wood. Udayagiri Cutlery is made of wood which are locally available in the forest in
& around Udayagiri i.e., Nardi, Devadari, Bikki Chakka, Kaldi Chakka and
Palabarki. The artisans are skilled in this particular craft and this art is traditionally
and hereditarily transferred from their fore fathers. These cutleries which are made in
Udayagiri have been mainly influenced by Persian motifs.

K)

Inspection Body
Internal Quality Control: The quality of the Udayagiri Wooden Cutlery is inspected
by the artisans themselves, as they are the best judges of the products. Artisans have
formed a society as Udayagiri Cutlery Mutual Aided Cooperative Society. The chief
artisans inspect the quality of the products.
GI Inspection Body:
An Inspection Body of Ten Members is proposed for ensuring the standards, quality
and specification of the Udayagiri Wooden Cutlery:
i)
One (1) Member from Andhra Pradesh Handicrafts Development Corporation
Limited, Hyderabad;
ii)
One (1) Member from Udayagiri Cutlery Mutual Aided Cooperative Society;
iii)
One (1) Member from Chaitanya Jyothi Society;
iv)
One (1) Member from Local Office of Andhra Pradesh Handicrafts
Development Corporation Limited;
v)
One (1) Representative from Development Commissioner of Handicrafts;
vi)
Two (2) Producers of Udayagiri Wooden Cutlery – (1)National Awardees and
(1)Senior Artisan;
vii) Two (2) Producers of Udayagiri Wooden Cutlery.

L)

Others
The artisans associated with the craft here have formed self help groups (SHGs). They
are seven SHG which are currently active namely Sazida, Asifa, Irfan, Arif, Sujana,
Bhavana, Shakir groups. Each SHG has around 15-20 members associated with them.
Over 100 families are working on this craft and have their livelihood.
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Advertised under Rule 41 (1) of Geographical Indications of Goods (Registration & Protection)
Rules, 2002 in the Geographical Indications Journal 93dated 30th November, 2016
G.I. APPLICATION NUMBER – 525
Application Date: 13-03-2016
Application is made by 1. Bardhaman Sitabhog and Mihidana Traders Welfare Association,
Netaji Mistanna Bhandar, 1st Floor, 18 B.C Road. Ranigaunj Bazar, Bardhaman-71310, West
Bengal, India and 2. District Industries Centre, Bardhaman, 2. Office of General Manager,
District Industries Centre, Directorate of Micro, Small & Medium Enterprises, Bardhaman
District Industries Centre, Purta Bhawan (5th Floor), Sadarghat, Post Sripally, Dist. –
Bardhaman– 713103, West Bengal, India for Registration in Part A of the Register of
BARDHAMAN SITABHOG under Application No: 526 in respect of Food Stuff falling in
Class 30 is hereby advertised as accepted under Sub-section (1) of Section 13 of
Geographical Indications of Goods (Registration and Protection) Act, 1999.
A)

Name of the Applicant

:

1.
2.

B)

Address

:

1.

2.

Bardhaman Sitabhog and Mihidana
Traders Welfare Association
District Industries Centre, Bardhaman
Bardhaman Sitabhog and Mihidana
Traders Welfare Association, Netaji
Mistanna Bhandar, 1st Floor, 18 B.C
Road. Ranigaunj Bazar, Bardhaman713103
Office of General Manager, District
Industries Centre, Directorate of Micro,
Small
&
Medium
Enterprises,
Bardhaman District Industries Centre,
Purta Bhawan (5th Floor), Sadarghat,
Post Sripally, Dist. – Bardhaman–
713103

Facilitated by:
Patent Information Centre, WBSCST, DSTGovernment of West Bengal.
C)

Types of Goods

D)

Specification:

:

Class 30 – Food Stuff

Bardhaman Sitabhog is a dessert with exotic flavor that looks like white rice or
vermicelli served with small pieces of Gulab Jamuns (radius varies 0.25-.5
cm).Sitabhog is a special kind of sweet item of Bardhaman, West Bengal made of
Gobindobhog rice flour.
Sitabhog is prepared by using traditional methodology of production. For its
production the rice powder and “Channa” (cottage cheese) are used as the base
material, Ghee is added as the binder, Pulao plant leaves, Sugar, Currant (kismis),
Cashewnut etc are some of other ingredients that are used in its preparation. The
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cottage cheese and rice flour are rolled into a smooth dough using ghee in a 1:4
proportion. The dough is then passed through a ‘sev mould’ so that it strains like thin
threads of vermicelli and is deep fried in a pan of ghee. These strips are fried until
they are cooked properly and then soaked into sugar syrup that has been flavoured
with bay leaf, cloves and saffron essence. The small dumplings that are added to
Sitabhog are known as ‘Nikhuti’ which are made up of flour, milk powder and ghee.
These dumplings are deep fried in ghee, dipped into sugar syrup and then added to the
fine vermicelli like chhana strips.
E)

Name of the Geographical Indication:

BARDHAMAN SITABHOG

F)

Description of the Goods:
Bardhaman Sitabhog is a flavourful dessert that looks like white rice or vermicelli
mixed with small pieces of Gulab Jamuns. It is made from cottage cheese (also known
as chhana in Bangla), rice flour and sugar. Sitabhog often gives the appearance of
pulao, which is albeit sweet in taste. The cottage cheese and rice flour are rolled into a
smooth dough using ghee in a 1:4 proportion. The dough is then passed through a ‘sev
mould’ so that it strains like thin threads of vermicelli and is deep fried in a pan of
ghee. These strips are fried until they are cooked properly and then soaked into sugar
syrup that has been flavoured with bay leaf, cloves and saffron essence. The small
dumplings that are added to Sitabhog are known as ‘Nikhuti’ which are made up of
flour, milk powder and ghee. These dumplings are deep fried in ghee, dipped into
sugar syrup and then added to the fine vermicelli like chhana strips. This exotic sweet
is delicious by taste as well as nutritionally sound.

G)

Geographical area of Production and Map as shown in page no: 20
Bardhaman, is a city of West Bengal state in eastern India. It is the headquarters of
Bardhaman district. Bardhaman became a district capital of British India. Bardhaman
is an alternative name for the city, which remains in use since the British period.
The history of Bardhaman is known from about 5000 BC and belonging to the
Mesolithic or Late Stone Age. The origin of this name dates back to the 6th century
BCE and is ascribed to Vardhaman Swami or Mahavira (599-527 BC), the 24th
Tirthankara of Jainism, who spent some time in Astikagrama, according to the Jain
scripture of Kalpasutra. This place was renamed as Vardhamana in his honour. The
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first epigraphic reference to the name of this place occurs in a 6th Century AD copper
plate found in Mallasarul village under Galsi Police Station. Archeological evidences
suggest that this region, forming a major part of Radh Bengal, could be traced even
back to 4000 BCE.
The region has an average elevation of 40 metres (131 ft). The chief rivers are the
Damodar and the Banka.
Latitude and Longitude of the Bardhaman
Unit
Latitude and Longitude to decimals
Latitude and Longitude to degrees
minutes seconds

H)

Latitude
20.0
23° 14' 26" N

Longitude
77.0
87° 52' 9" E

Proof of Origin (Historical records):
During period of Jahangir this place was named Badh-e-dewan (district capital). The
city owes its historical importance being the headquarters of the Maharajas of
Bardhaman. Sitabhog is a famous sweet of Bardhaman, introduced first in honor of
the Raj family. This fame of this unique sweet is somewhat synonymous with
Bardhaman. This delicious sweet was invented in Bardhaman 144 years back, but its
reputation, recognition and prominence had spread around only after arrival of Lord
Curzon in 1904 and his appraisal for this scrumptious sweet of Bengal.
Lord Curzon was very impressed by the taste of these sweets, Mihidana & Sitabhog is
not only famous in Bardhaman but also in West Bengal and many other places of
India. These were also praised by our late Prime Minister, Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru
and Sri. Lalbahadur Shastri. Even, the Chief Minister of West Bengal, Late Bidhan
Chandra Roy was also fond of Mihidana and Sitabhog.

I)

Method of Production:
Product process
Ingredients:
1.
Cottage cheese (Chhana) - 1 kg.
2.
Govindabhog Rice powder/flour - 1 kg.
3.
Sugar and water mixed syrup
4.
Ghee (made of cow milk) or Banaspati
5.
Leaves of Pulao plant
6.
Flour
7.
Milk powder
Method of preparation::
The preparation of the delicious sweet dish Sitabhog involves the production of the
vermicelli like tiny chhana threads along with small dumplings of gulab jamun which
are added to sitabhog to enhance its appearance and taste. Thus the preparation of
Sitabhog consists of the following steps-
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A.

Production of vermicelli like tiny threads out of rice flour and chhana:

1st step:

The cottage cheese and fine quality rice flour are rolled into a smooth
dough using ghee in a 1:4 proportion. The dough should be soft in texture.
2nd step: The dough is then rubbed through a ‘sev mould’or an iron mesh so that it
strains like thin threads of vermicelli. The tiny particles coming out of the
will form the base of the sitabhog.
3rd step: The threads are then deep fried in a pan of pure ghee. Frying is continued
until these strips are cooked properly.
4th step: Sugar syrup is prepared and pulao leaves are soaked into it so that an
exotic flavour is produced. After frying, the strips are also poured into this
flavoured sugar syrup for getting soft.
5th step: After 10-12 minutes when the droplets become soft, it is taken away from
the syrup with a ladle. The white rice or vermicelli like fine sitabhog is
now ready with which the tiny gulab jamun will be mixed later on.
B.

Production of tiny Gulab jamun:

1st step:

The small dumplings that are added to Sitabhog are known as ‘Nikhuti’
which are made up of flour, milk powder and ghee. Dough is formed out
of the ingredients and shaped in the form of small oval balls.
2nd step: These dumplings are deep fried in ghee. Frying is continued until the
dumplings get deep brown in colour.
3rd step: After getting fully fried, these balls are dipped into concentrated sugar
syrup and kept for some time.
4th step: Finally the ‘Nikhuti’s are taken out of the syrup and then added to the thin
strips, which were prepared in the step A.
Stepwise preparation of Sitabhog:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

The cottage cheese and rice flour are rolled into a smooth dough using ghee in a
1:4 proportion.
The dough is then passed through a ‘sev mould’ so that it strains like thin threads
of vermicelli.
The threads are then deep fried in a pan of pure ghee. These strips are fried until
they are cooked properly
Then these droplets are poured into sugar syrup that has been flavoured with pulao
leaves soaked into it.
After 10-12 minutes when the droplets become soft, it is taken away from the
syrup with a ladle.
The white rice or vermicelli like fine sitabhog is now ready with which the tiny
gulab jamun will be mixed later on.
The small dumplings that are added to Sitabhog are known as ‘Nikhuti’ which are
made up of flour, milk powder and ghee. A dough is formed out of the ingredients
and shaped in the form of small oval balls
These dumplings are deep fried in ghee
After getting fully fried these balls are dipped into concentrated sugar syrup
Finally the ‘Nikhuti’s are taken out of the syrup and then added to thin strips of
rice flour and channa.
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J)

Uniqueness
Sitabhog is a flavourful dessert that looks like white rice or vermicelli mixed with
small pieces of Gulab Jamuns. Made from cottage cheese (also known as chhana in
Bangla), rice flour and sugar, Sitabhog often gives the appearance of pulao, which is
albeit sweet in taste. The cottage cheese and rice flour are rolled into a smooth dough
using ghee in a 1:4 proportion. The dough is then passed through a ‘sev mould’ or
iron mesh so that it strains like thin threads of vermicelli and is deep fried in a pan of
ghee. These strips are fried until they are cooked properly and then soaked into sugar
syrup that has been flavoured with bay leaf, cloves and saffron essence. The small
dumplings that are added to Sitabhog are known as ‘Nikhuti’ which are made up of
flour, milk powder and ghee. These dumplings are deep fried in ghee, dipped into
sugar syrup and then added to Sitabhog.
“Sitabhog” has the distinctive and naturally occurring organoleptic characteristics of
taste, soft mouth feel and aroma which have won the patronage and recognition of
discerning consumers all over the world.
Human Skill:
Uniqueness lies in human skill in preparing the sweet in each step. Sitabhog is
prepared with mixing 1 kg of Gobindobhog Rice powder and 1 kg Channa and 50-55
gm Ghee/Banaspati adding the same thoroughly to prepare dough. A mesh or an iron
net is generally placed over the pan, and after taking some of the mixture in hand and
the same is rubbed against the net. Small droplets of the mixture are generally placed
in hand and it is pressed and rubbed against the net. Small droplets of the mixture will
start coming out of the net which should be fried in a low heat. Then droplets are
removed from the pan with the help of a strainer. Sugar syrup was prepared and the
droplets was put in Pulao plant leaves into it to soak and thereafter pour those droplets
in the syrup to become soft. The same is removed after 10-12 minutes. Human skill is
involved in each step of Sitabhog preparation starting from mixing to packaging.
Sitabhog is of great demand in the domestic as well as export market. To maintain and
sustain quality of the product; certificates like ISO and HACCP with proper
intervention of technical knowledge and expertise has been taken up. Special
attention has already taken during purchasing, processing, packaging storage and
transportation of material as well as finished product in order to maintain the
standards of hygiene and sanitation in Barddhaman Sitabhog.
Therefore, Barddhaman Sitabhog is well-known sweet snack for the international
trade market because of its quality and natural flavour. The “Sitabhog” is one of class
one snack in respect of taste and natural flavour. It is famous for its ingredients and
hygienic condition. It is easily digestible. It is also a mini-meal in respect of
compactness of for children.

K)

Inspection Body
1.

2.
3.
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4.
5.
6.
7.

8.
9.

L)

The District Food Processing Officer
District Horticulture Officer
The Dy. Director of Agriculture or his Nominated Officer
The H.O.D., Food Technology and Bio – chemical Engg.
Dept., Jadavpur University By Sr. Scientist DST,
Govt. of West Bengal
Office bearer of Paschimbanga Mistanna Babasayee
Samity (Bardhaman Branch) – Three Members
The General Manager District Industries Centre,
Bardhaman

Member
Member
Member

Invitee Member
Member
Member Convener

Others
Socio economic profile:
There has been gradual degradation in the business causing harm directly and
indirectly to the reputation and significance of these products. The use of original
ingredient Kamini Bhog rice has become rare because of its non availability. Instead
of using pure Deshi Ghee producers are applying Dalda so that cost of production
remains low to satisfy customers who are willing to buy sweets at lower price and
they are not much bothered about the high quality of sweets. Most of the new
producers and sweet-makers are not of much experience, which is also a reason for
ongoing dilapidation of the quality of these two sweets. But only ray of hope is that,
few local business persons engaged in production of Sitabhog and Mihidana are
endeavouring to organize themselves through association formation and keeping up
the original / quality of the product. This attempt would also boost the producers to fix
a reasonable price and sell those at that standard price applicable to all. According to
Mr. Jayanta Dhar, Secretary of Bardhaman Mistanna Babasayee Samity (Bardhaman
Sweet Producers Organization), it is difficult to restore the quality of old days of these
sweets since quality of raw materials used nowadays are not of fine quality. Even if
producers make sweets using original pure ingredients, the cost of the sweet will rise
up at such a level that consumers would be reluctant to buy at that price. Presently,
producers in Bardhaman are producing 25 quintal of Sitabhog and 20 quintal of
Mihidana every day, out of which a major chunk is supplied/exported outside
Bardhaman.
Present rate:
Normal Sitabhog
Special Sitabhog
Unique Sitabhog

:
:
:

Quantity of home consumption

120 rupees per kg.
220 rupees per kg.
240 rupees per kg.
:

Daily 24-25 quintals (approximately)

Export features:
Rate of export is the same as the price prevalent at home. However, on special
circumstances (like increase in the price of raw materials), the rate can change.
Certain special procedures are used for the purpose of exports. The rate of product
tends to rise on increase of packing charge. Customers place order in advance for the
product to take them even to other states and other nations. Presently, there exist no
difficulties whatsoever as far as exports are concerned.
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Quantity of daily production in the city of Bardhaman
(approx)
Quantity of monthly production in the city of Bardhaman
(approx)
Quantity of yearly production in the city of Bardhaman
quintals (approx)

:

24-25

quintals

:

700-750

quintals

:

8500

-

9000

During extremes of summer heat as well as the rainy season, the quality of the product
can be preserved for a shorter period of time than usual. Under ordinary
circumstances, the quality of the product can be preserved for 3 days in a nonrefrigerated state and for 15 days in a refrigerated state. These sweets are served in all
local customs, festivals and rituals as a matter of course. Formation of association
may lead to development and adoption of novel and better methods, as far as exports
are concerned. Efforts, both experimental as well as organizational in nature, are
being made at present in order to improve upon the quality of the product. Upcoming
sweet-makers, trainees and apprentices are given practical training in the skill of
preparing and preserving the product.
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Advertised under Rule 41 (1) of Geographical Indications of Goods (Registration & Protection)
Rules, 2002 in the Geographical Indications Journal 93dated 30th November, 2016
G.I. APPLICATION NUMBER – 526
Application Date: 13-03-2016
Application is made by 1. Bardhaman Sitabhog and Mihidana Traders Welfare Association,
Netaji Mistanna Bhandar, 1st Floor, 18 B.C Road. Ranigaunj Bazar, Bardhaman-71310, West
Bengal, India and 2. District Industries Centre, Bardhaman, 2. Office of General Manager,
District Industries Centre, Directorate of Micro, Small & Medium Enterprises, Bardhaman
District Industries Centre, Purta Bhawan (5th Floor), Sadarghat, Post Sripally, Dist. –
Bardhaman– 713103, West Bengal, India for Registration in Part A of the Register of
BARDHAMAN MIHIDANA under Application No: 526 in respect of Food Stuff falling in
Class 30 is hereby advertised as accepted under Sub-section (1) of Section 13 of
Geographical Indications of Goods (Registration and Protection) Act, 1999.
A)

Name of the Applicant

:

1.
2.

B)

Address

:

1.

2.

Bardhaman Sitabhog and Mihidana
Traders Welfare Association
District Industries Centre, Bardhaman
Bardhaman Sitabhog and Mihidana
Traders Welfare Association, Netaji
Mistanna Bhandar, 1st Floor, 18 B.C
Road. Ranigaunj Bazar, Bardhaman713103
Office of General Manager, District
Industries Centre, Directorate of Micro,
Small
&
Medium
Enterprises,
Bardhaman District Industries Centre,
Purta Bhawan (5th Floor), Sadarghat,
Post Sripally, Dist. – Bardhaman–
713103

Facilitated by:
Patent Information Centre, WBSCST, DSTGovernment of West Bengal.
C)

Types of Goods

D)

Specification:

:

Class 30 – Food Stuff

Bardhaman Mihidana the micro cousin of the traditional Boondi, is derived from two
words, ‘Mihi’ meaning fine, and ‘Dana’, meaning grain. The word is literally
translated to mean “fine grains”. This dessert is made from powdered Gobindabhog or
kaminibhog rice, mixed with a small amount of Bengal gram flour and saffron for a
golden colour. It is then blended with water by hand till its colour lightens. This mix
is then poured through a brass ladle with tiny holes into a pot of ghee and deep-fried.
The fine fried small yellow grains are dipped in sugar syrup and drained once soaked.
It is a palatable and highly tasteful round shaped tiny sweet droplets of high mouthful
characteristics.
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E)

Name of the Geographical Indication:
BARDHAMAN MIHIDANA

F)

Description of the Goods:
Mihidana the micro cousin of the traditional Boondi, is derived from two words, Mihi
meaning fine, and Dana, meaning grain. The word is literally translated to mean “fine
grains”. This dessert is made from powdered Gobindabhog rice or kaminibhog rice
flour mixed with a small amount of Bengal gram flour and saffron is added for a
golden colour. It is then blended with water by hand till its colour lightens. This mix
is then poured through a brass ladle with tiny holes into a pot of ghee and deep-fried.
The fine fried small golden coloured grains are dipped in sugar syrup and drained
once soaked. It has soft, mouthful texture of moderate sweet which provides the real
taste of a unique product.
The exotic sweet is delicious by taste as well as nutritionally sound.
Mihidana, the micro cousin of the traditional Boondi, is derived from two words, Mihi
meaning fine, and Dana, meaning grain. The word is literally translated to mean “fine
grains”.
This dessert is made from powdered Gobindabhog rice or kaminibhog rice flour,
which is another traditional variety of Bardhaman is mixed with a small amount of
Bengal gram flour and saffron is added for a golden colour. It is then blended with
water by hand till its colour lightens. This mix or smooth batter is then poured through
a brass ladle with tiny holes into a pot of ghee by which mall droplets start coming out
of the net. Those droplets are deep fried and kept in a scuttle to free those droplets
from ghee. Sugar syrup was prepared with adding about 5 kilos of sugar with 3.5 lt. of
water; bay leaves are added with it to make the syrup flavorsome. The fine fried small
yellow grains are now dipped in this sugar syrup, allowed to get softened for a while.
The pan was removed from oven after the softening of droplets by way of boiling.
The preparation has to be stirred with ladle for sometime after removing from oven
and then kept aside. The exotic sweet is delicious by taste as well as nutritionally
sound.

G)

Geographical area of Production and Map as shown in page no: 28
Bardhaman, is a city of West Bengal state in eastern India. It is the headquarters of
Bardhaman district. Bardhaman became a district capital of British India. Bardhaman
is an alternative name for the city, which remains in use since the British period.
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The history of Bardhaman is known from about 5000 BC and belonging to the
Mesolithic or Late Stone Age. The origin of this name dates back to the 6th century
BCE and is ascribed to Vardhaman Swami or Mahavira (599-527 BC), the 24th
Tirthankara of Jainism, who spent some time in Astikagrama, according to the Jain
scripture of Kalpasutra. This place was renamed as Vardhamana in his honour. The
first epigraphic reference to the name of this place occurs in a 6th Century AD copper
plate found in Mallasarul village under Galsi Police Station. Archeological evidences
suggest that this region, forming a major part of Radh Bengal, could be traced even
back to 4000 BCE.
The region has an average elevation of 40 metres (131 ft). The chief rivers are the
Damodar and the Banka.
Latitude and Longitude of the Bardhaman
Unit
Latitude and Longitude to decimals
Latitude and Longitude to degrees
minutes seconds

H)

Latitude
20.0
23° 14' 26" N

Longitude
77.0
87° 52' 9" E

Proof of Origin (Historical records):
During period of Jahangir this place was named Badh-e-dewan (district capital). The
city owes its historical importance being the headquarters of the Maharajas of
Bardhaman. Mihidana is a famous sweet of Bardhaman, introduced first in honor of
the Raj family. This fame of this unique sweet is somewhat synonymous with
Bardhaman. This delicious sweet was invented in Bardhaman 144 years back, but its
reputation, recognition and prominence had spread around only after arrival of Lord
Curzon in 1904 and his appraisal for this scrumptious sweet of Bengal.
Lord Curzon was very impressed by the taste of these sweets, Mihidana & Sitabhog is
not only famous in Bardhaman but also in West Bengal and many other places of
India. These were also praised by our late Prime Minister, Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru
and Sri. Lalbahadur Shastri. Even, the Chief Minister of West Bengal, Late Bidhan
Chandra Roy was also fond of Mihidana and Sitabhog.

I)

Method of Production:
Ingredients:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Bengal gram flour – 1 kg.
Gobindabhog Rice powder and Kaminibhog Rice powder – 1 kg.
Ghee ( made of cow milk ) or Banaspati
Sugar - 5 kg.
Bay leaves – 10 pcs.

Method:
First Step: preparing the batter: Bengal gram flour (‘besan’ in Bengali) is mixed
with Gobindabhog or Kaminibhog rice Powder and particular amount of water is
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added to it for preparing froth like mixture. The batter should have smooth and mild
texture.
Second Step: Mixing of Ghee: ghee is added to the batter to make it more flavor
some and saffron is mixed for excellent golden yellow colour.
Third Step: frying: ghee is poured in a pan and melted by heating over the flame, a
mesh or an iron net is placed over the pan. The prepared batter is taken and rubbed
against the net. Small droplets of the mix start coming out of the net. Those droplets
are fried in ghee thoroughly and kept in a scuttle to free those droplets from ghee.
Fourth Step: Preparation of Sugar Syrup: About 5 kg of sugar is added to 3.5 lt. of
water to prepare the concentrated sugar syrup.
Fifth Step: immersing the droplets into sugar syrup: Droplets are poured into
syrup, bay leaves are added to it for flavour. By means of immersion the droplets
become soft after sometime and the pan is then kept out of the flame. Likewise the
delicious mihidana is prepared.
Stepwise preparation of Mihidana:
Step 1: Preparing the batter: Bengal Gram flour is mixed with Gobindabhog or
Kaminibhog rice Powder and particular amount of water is added to it for preparing
froth like mixture. The batter should have smooth and mild texture.
Step 2: Mixing of Ghee: ghee is added to the batter to make it more flavoursome and
saffron is mixed for excellent golden yellow colour
Step 3: Frying: ghee is poured in a pan and melted by heating over the flame, a mesh
or an iron net is placed over the pan. The prepared batter is taken and rubbed against
the net. Small droplets of the mix start coming out of the net. Those droplets are fried
in ghee thoroughly and kept in a scuttle to free those droplets from ghee.
Step 4: Preparation of Sugar Syrup: About 5 kg of sugar is added to 3.5 lt. of water to
prepare the concentrated sugar syrup.
Step 5: Immersing the droplets into sugar syrup: fried Droplets are poured into syrup,
bay leaves are added to it for flavour. By means of immersion the droplets become
soft after sometime and the pan is then kept out of the flame.
Human skillis involved in each step of Mihidana preparation starting from mixing to
packaging. Quality checking monitored with upcoming ISO and HACCP Concept.
Mihidana is of great demand in the domestic as well as export market. To maintain
and sustain quality of the product; certificates like ISO and HACCP with proper
intervention of technical knowledge and expertise is on the way. Special attention has
been taken during purchasing, processing, packaging storage and transportation of
material as well as finished product in order to maintain the standards of hygiene and
sanitation in Bardhaman Mihidana.
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Therefore, Bardhaman Mihidana is well-known sweet snack for the international trade
market because of its quality and natural flavour. The “Mihidana” is one of class one
snack in respect of taste and natural flavour. It is famous for its ingredients and
hygienic condition. It is easily digestible. It is also a mini-meal in respect of
compactness. It is also used during “Dashame”-The greatest Utsav of Bengali i.e
Durga Puja.
J)

Uniqueness
Mihidana is another scrumptious sweet dish which is made up of a batter of a small
amount of bengal gram flour and two different varieties of powdered rice, namely
Kaminibhog rice, Gobindobhog rice. The batter is blended with water till it is light
and fluffy and flavoured with strands of saffron. The mix is then passed down through
a large perforated ladle into a hot pan of ghee and fried till it gets cooked properly.
Thereafter, these deep fried small grains are dipped into sugar syrup and the excess
sugar syrup is drained properly once the grains absorb the sweetness of sugar.
Recognized as the heritage sweet of India, Mihidana is more like a micro cousin of
the sweet and traditional ‘Boondi’ that is easily available in many sweet shops and
temples of North India. However, Mihidana is finer in texture and is a sweet lover's
delight because of the extra and special flavours that are typical of West Bengal. The
recipe for Mihidana, which has been the handiwork of the sweet makers of
Bardhaman, has been patented by the Government of West Bengal.
“Mihidana” has the distinctive and naturally occurring organoleptic characteristics of
taste, soft mouth feel and aroma which have won the patronage and recognition of
discerning consumers all over the world.
Human Skill:
Uniqueness lies in human skill in preparing the sweet in each step. This dessert is
made from powderedGobindabhog rice or kaminibhog rice flour, which is another
traditional variety of Bardhaman is mixed with a small amount of bengal gram flour
and saffron is added for a golden colour. It is then blended with water by hand till its
colour lightens. This mix or smooth batter is then poured through a brass ladle with
tiny holes into a pot of ghee by which mall droplets start coming out of the net. Those
droplets are deep fried and kept in a scuttle to free those droplets from ghee. Sugar
syrup was prepared with adding about 5 kilos of sugar with 3.5 lt. of water; bay leaves
are added with it to make the syrup flavorsome. The fine fried small yellow grains are
now dipped in this sugar syrup, allowed to get softened for a while. The pan was
removed from oven after the softening of droplets by way of boiling. The preparation
has to be stirred with ladle for sometime after removing from oven and then kept
aside.
Human skill is associated in each step of Mihidana preparation starting from mixing
to packaging.
Mihidana is of great demand in the domestic as well as export market. To maintain
and sustain quality of the product; certificates like ISO and HACCP with proper
intervention of technical knowledge and expertise has been taken up. Special
attention has already taken during purchasing, processing, packaging storage and
transportation of material as well as finished product in order to maintain the
standards of hygiene and sanitation in Bardhaman Mihidana.
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Therefore, Bardhaman Mihidana is well-known sweet snack for the international trade
market because of its quality and natural flavour. The “Mihidana” is one of class one
snack in respect of taste and natural flavour. It is famous for its ingredients and
hygienic condition. It is easily digestible. It is also a mini-meal in respect of
compactness of for children.
K)

Inspection Body
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.
9.

L)

The District Magistrate, Bardhaman
The Senior scientist, DST, Govt. of West Bengal
Representative of Patent Information Centre, WBSCST
The District Food Processing Officer
District Horticulture Officer
The Dy. Director of Agriculture or his Nominated Officer
The H.O.D., Food Technology and Bio – chemical Engg.
Dept., Jadavpur University By Sr. Scientist DST,
Govt. of West Bengal
Office bearer of Paschimbanga Mistanna Babasayee
Samity (Bardhaman Branch) – Three Members
The General Manager District Industries Centre,
Bardhaman

Chairman
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member

Invitee Member
Member
Member Convener

Others
Socio economic profile
There has been gradual degradation in the business causing harm directly and
indirectly to the reputation and significance of these products. The use of original
ingredient Kamini Bhog rice has become rare because of its non availability. Instead
of using pure Deshi Ghee producers are applying Dalda so that cost of production
remains low to satisfy customers who are willing to buy sweets at lower price and
they are not much bothered about the high quality of sweets. Most of the new
producers and sweet-makers are not of much experience, which is also a reason for
ongoing dilapidation of the quality of these two sweets. But only ray of hope is that,
few local business persons engaged in production of Sitabhog and Mihidana are
endeavouring to organize themselves through association formation and keeping up
the original / quality of the product. This attempt would also boost the producers to fix
a reasonable price and sell those at that Standard price applicable to all. According to
Mr. Jayanta Dhar, Secretary of Bardhaman Mistanna Babasayee Samity ( Bardhaman
Sweet Producers Organisation ), it is difficult to restore the quality of old days of
these sweets since quality of raw materials used nowadays are not of fine quality.
Even if producers make sweets using original pure ingredients, the cost of the sweet
will rise up at such a level that consumers would be reluctant to buy at that price.
Presently, producers in Bardhaman are producing 25 qauintal of Sitabhog and 20
quintal of Mihidana every day, out of which a major chunk is supplied / exported
outside Bardhaman.
Present rate
Normal Mihidana
Special Mihidana
Unique Mihidana
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Quantity of home consumption

: Daily 18-20 quintals (approximately)

Export features:
Rate of export is the same as the price prevalent at home. However, on special
circumstances (like increase in the price of raw materials ), the rate can change.
Certain special procedures are used for the purpose of exports. The rate of product
tends to rise on increase of packing charge. Customers place order in advance for the
product to take them even to other states and other nations. There exist no difficulties
whatsoever as far as exports are concerned.
Quantity of daily production in the city of Bardhaman: 18-20 quintals (approx)
Quantity of monthly production in the city of Bardhaman: 550-600quintals (approx)
Quantity of yearly production in the city of Bardhaman: 6800 – 7000 quintals
(approx)
During extremes of summer heat as well as the rainy season, the quality of the product
can be preserved for a shorter period of time than usual . Under ordinary
circumstances, the quality of the product can be preserved for 3 days in a nonrefrigerated state and for 15 days in a refrigerated state. These sweets are served in all
local customs, festivals and rituals as a matter of course . Formation of association
may lead to development and adoption of novel and better methods, as far as exports
are concerned. Efforts, both experimental as well as organizational in nature, are
being made at present in order to improve upon the quality of the product. Upcoming
sweet-makers, trainees and apprentices are given practical training in the skill of
preparing and preserving the product.
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Advertised under Rule 41 (1) of Geographical Indications of Goods (Registration & Protection)
Rules, 2002 in the Geographical Indications Journal 93 dated 30th November, 2016
G.I. APPLICATION NUMBER – 536
Application Date: 28-12-2015
Application is made by Development Commissioner (Handicrafts), Ministry of Textiles,
Government of India, West Block, No.8, R K Puram, New Delhi - 110066, India for
Registration in Part A of the Register of Sikki Grass Products of Bihar (Logo) under
Application No: 536 in respect of Containers, boxes, baskets, bangles, coasters, hand held
fans, bowls, boxes, three dimensions figures of deities coasters, temples and modern
functional items like trays, baskets, pen stands made from Sikki Grass falling in Class – 20 is
hereby advertised as accepted under Sub-section (1) of Section 13 of Geographical
Indications of Goods (Registration and Protection) Act, 1999.
A)

Name of the Applicant

:

Development Commissioner (Handicrafts),
Ministry of Textiles, Government of India

B)

Address

:

Development Commissioner (Handicrafts),
Ministry of Textiles, Government of India
West Block, No.8, R K Puram, New Delhi 110066, India

C)

Types of Goods

:

Class 20 – Containers, boxes, baskets, bangles,
coasters, hand held fans, bowls, boxes, three
dimensions figures of deities coasters, temples
and modern functional items like trays, baskets,
pen stands made from Sikki Grass

D)

Specification:
The variety of products made from sikki grass is utilitarian as well as ornamental.
They include containers to store grain, rice, and lentils, boxes to keep their clothes
and jewellery, baskets to store sweet and keep betel leaf, and containers to store their
masalas (spices). Mobiles and toys are made for the children, while the women make
bangles for themselves. Coasters, hand-held fans, and bowls and boxes of all types
and sizes, mobiles, and three-dimensional figures are made for urban markets, while
figures of deities are crafted for religious festivals. The craft products often depict the
daily rhythms of craftsperson’ lives to their natural surroundings, mythological and
religious aspects. Replicas of gods, goddess and temples depicting Hindu epics to
modern functional items like tray, baskets, pen stand, necklaces, bangles etc. are also
crafted.
The wide range of Sikki products can be categorized into two:
1)
2)

Religious & Mythological: Human figures, replicas of gods and goddess,
models of chariots, temples, relief & sculpture.
Ornamental & functional products: Baskets, boxes, toys animals, birds and,
animals & bird models, trays & baskets, jewellery, beads, pendants, necklaces
bangles, bowls etc of different sizes and shapes.

The humble Sikki grass in marshy areas in Mithila is transformed by women into a
range of objects that find both ritual and everyday use. Grass is dyed in colour and
creatively used along with the natural golden to create objects steeped in the distinct
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Madhubani aesthetics. Using the ancient method of coiling, the needle -like takua is
the only tool used to craft objects of great variety. Products are reinforced with a base
of strong moonj grass,which also grows abundantly in the area. The craft is
traditionally passes down from mother to daughter - well crafted items used in the
house display the skills of a girl and become part of her dowry.
Figures of deities are made for worship,as are votive offerings for festivals. Sailesh
puja, the only festival of the Moosahar tribe, involves a wide range of colourful sikki
products of ritual use. Toys, table mats, coasters, traditional Ganesh masks and of late,
even mobile phone covers are made for urban markets as far flung as Guwahati,
Chennai and Mumbai.
Utilitarian objects: Pots, Bowls, Platters, Boxes, Cases and Baskets, Table mats,
Coasters, and Hand fans.
Decorative objects: Mobiles, Bangles, Toys, and Figures of animals
Ritualistic objects: Figures of deities and masks
E)

Name of the Geographical Indication:
SIKKI GRASS PRODUCTS OF BIHAR (LOGO)

F)

Description of the Goods:
Sikki the king of stemmed grass found in the wet lands of the North Bihar and used as
the basic raw material for this product. The common long grass is wired and stitched
together with the Pasikki, dyed in several different shades, using a thick needle called
Takua. The craft products often depict the daily rhythms of craftsperson’ lives to their
natural surroundings, mythological and religious aspects. Replicas of gods, goddess
and temples depicting Hindu epics to modern functional items like tray, baskets, pen
stand, necklaces, bangles etc. are also crafted.

G)

Geographical area of Production and Map as shown in page no: 37
The major production centre of lies in the Sitamari, Madhubani and Dharbanga
district of Bihar. The details of the production centre are as follows:
Sitamarhi: Sitamarhi is located between 260 12' 51'' to 260 49' 17'' north latitude and
between 850 12' 0'' to 850 42' 48''east longitude.
It covers a total area of 2294 Sq. Km. The district is bounded in the north by Nepal, in
the south by Muzaffarpur, in the west by East Champaran and Sheohar and on the east
by Darbhanga and Madhubani.
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Madhubani: Madhubani is located between 85º-43' to 86º-42' north latitude and
between 25º-59' to 26º-39' east longitude. Madhubani district occupies a total area of
3501 sq. kms. The district of Madhubani was carved out of the old Darbhanga district
in the year 1972 as a result of reorganisation of the districts in the State. This was
formerly the northern subdivision of Darbhanga district. It consists of 21
Development Blocks. Bounded on the north by a hill region of Nepal and extending to
the border of its parent district Darbhanga in the south, Sitamarhi in the west and
Supaul in the east, Madhubani fairly represent the centre of the territory once known
as Mithila and the district has maintained a distinct individuality of its own.
Dharbanga: Darbhanga is situated between longitude 85º 45’ to 86º 25’ east and
latitude 25º 53’ - 26º 27’ north and is bounded on the north by Madhubani district, on
the south by Samastipur district, on the east by Saharsa district and on the west by
Sitamarhi and Muzaffarpur districts.Presently Darbhanga district is having the total
geographical area of 2279 sq. km. and population of 3295789 according to 2001
census.
However, the Nine craft villages of Madhubani are excelling in this profession. The
villages are:
Raiyam: This place is the place origin of this craft. This craft originated here and
then spread over to other villages. The address of this village is vill. & P.O. Raiyam,
Via-Jhanjharpur, Dist-Madhubani, Bihar.It is about 20 Kms. away from Madhubani
Railway station. About 100 families here, practicing this craft at present.
Laheriaganj: Vill & P.O. Laheriaganj, Dist. Madhubani, Bihar. It is 5 KM. Far from
Madhubani Railway Station by road. Approx 30-40 artisan families are practicing
here.
Jitwarpur: Vill. & P.O. Jitwarpur, Dist.-Madhubani, Bihar. It is 8 Kms. Away from
Madhubani Railway Station by road. More then 30 Families are practicing here.
Sapta: Vill. & P.O. Sapta, Dist.-Madhubani, Bihar. It is only 3 Kms. Away from
Madhubani Railway Station. Approx 12 Families are practicing here.
Rahika: Vill. & P.O. Rahika, Dist.-Madhubani, Bihar. It is 8-10 Kms. Away from
Madhubani Railway station by road.
Ranti: Vill. & P.O. Ranti, Dist. – Madhubani, Bihar. It is about 4 Kms. Away from
Madhubani Railway Station by road.
Bhagirathpur: Vill. & P.O. Bhagirathpur, Dist.-Madhubani, Bihar. It is about 12
Kms. Away from Madhubani Railway Station by Road.
Umari: Vill. & P.O. Umari, Via-Jhanjharpur, Dist. – Madhubani, Bihar. It is about
35 Kms. Away from Madhubani Railway station by Road, 6-7 families are engaged
here.
Rampatti: Vill. & P.O. Rampatti, Dist.-Madhubani, Bihar. It is about 12 Kms. Away
from Madhubani Railway station by road and approx 5 families are engaged here.
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H)

Proof of Origin (Historical records):
Sikki craft is such an old that none is in a position to exactly when, where and how the
system of sikki weaving originated. It is believed that it is originated thousands of
years ago. The artisans have not taken this craft as their main profession but practice
as a part time work. They are also engaged in farming or services or labour work.
An important feature of this crafts is that only female members of the families are
engaged in this craft. So artisan families are not dependent only on this craft for
making their survival successful. The female artisans are also not fulltime
practitioners. They weave in leisure time, of their daily life. But they take to full time
practice in the season during exhibitions. Occasionally, male members also take to
this profession specially on getting huge orders or during exhibitions. The artisans
produce decorative items as well as functional once, specially various types of
containers, jewellery, etc. Colour decoration is mostly used in this craft. Each item
has vivid colour deco. Combination of red, blue, green, yellow, etc. and also the
natural colour of sikki. The production of sikki grass items is a seasonal occupation
specially during various festive occasions such as Marriage,etc.
Sikki work is a possessed by women in this region of Bihar. As an activity it
generates not only income but also opportunities of their lives and their aspirations.
There is growing demands for Sikki grass work not only for outstanding beauty but
also for its cultural value. Like paintings, Sikki is also folk in nature, and was
prompted by a prevalent Mithila social custom.
At one point of time a very large part of the population in North Bihar was engaged in
this craft, which was a mainly practice in some of the pockets in Darbhanga,
Madhubani and Sitamarhi districts of Bihar. Sikki work was a skill possessed by
women in this region and gradually with active intervention of some of the local
NGOs like Adithi this was carried actively to generate income along with an
expression of form of their lives, their love and their aspirations. Ironically today,
there is yet growing demands for Sikki grass work not only for their outstanding
beauty but also for a certain culture; certain value system they stand for. But
unfortunately there are not many actively involved in the craft due to lack of new
design and product innovations and as a result there has been gradual reduction of
regular sales and income flow due especially due to the bottle neck in regular market.

I)

Method of Production:
Sikki craft is a virtual wonder of Bihar handicrafts. It transforms the simplest and the
most common of things to the most wonderful objects, as if by magic. This wonder is
executed by the extremely efficient artistry of the the sikki women. Bihar's Sikki craft
is a product of the Mithila region of Northern Bihar. It is intrinsically connected to the
cultural life of Bihar. Sikki craft objects are usually employed in making baskets,
bags, hats and even intricate animal, bird and human figures.
Sikki is fundamentally a kind of a grass-like weed that grows on the banks of the
Ganges. The women collect these weeds in plenty and dry them. The weeds are then
dried, by virtue of which they get a lustrous golden hue and a beautiful coarse texture.
Then they are twisted into ropes. These ropes are thereafter made into baskets and
other such items of great beauty. In order to strengthen the baskets, the artisans use
strands of the same sikki grasses. Sikki craft of Bihar are extremely environment
friendly and exclusive and are greatly loved by one and all.
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Sikki craft of Bihar have a natural golden glow, the natural color of the dried grass.
However, sometimes the grasses are dyed in different colors. Then these colored
strands of sikki are used to create the most intricate patterns within the baskets. If
baskets are the basic products of Sikki craft in Bihar, then the innate creativity of the
artists force them to take up more challenging products, including festival figures and
headgears that protect one from the blazing sun of the Gangetic plains. The artisans
have also updated themselves into creating various kinds of utilitarian objects like
coasters and table wares.
Raw materials: Sikki Grass craft is not a new craft being practiced only in
Madhubani district of North Bihar due to the availability of ready raw materials
locally. The process & technique involved in this craft is very laborious, through the
raw materials are cheap. The useful materials of this craft are:
Sikki: The sikki is the principal material of this craft. It is actually the internal part of
a sikki grass looking like as paddy plant. It is thin but strong and smooth stick stained
in the center of the grass as the backbone of the plant. A single sikki is collected from
a single grass and then divided into two parts by splitting. The splitted sikki is
collected from the peddlers who come to the villages occasionally for selling the sikki
at the rate of Rs.8/- only per mutthi, containing about 60-70 pieces of sikki in number.
Khara (Straw): After collecting of sikki, the rest of the grass is used as khara the
local name. In this craft khara is also used along with sikki to form the shape of the
craft item on which the texture and color decoration is made with colored sikki by
weaving. Apart from this craft, khara is also used to thatch the mud houses. The
artisans collect khara from the peddles at the rate of Rs. 100-130 per ‘Bojha’ (about 57 kg in weight).
Colour: The chemical colours are used for colouring the sikki sticks – red, yellow,
green, violet & black (Navy Blue) are directly collected from the local market and the
other colours are made by mixing two or three colours by the artisan themselves. The
artisans purchase the colour @ Rs.1000 per Kg. They use the Textile colours also.

Fuel: Firewood, Kerosene, LPG are used as the fuel for making colours to colour the
sikki sticks. The colours are boiled with water separately and then the sikki is
submerged into the boiled colour for colouring permanently. Finally the sikki is kept
under sunlight for drying.
Tools & Equipments: This craft involves an easy and totally manual process.
Fingers & a ‘Takua’ are the main tools of this craft. Takua is a sharp metallic pointer
with a wooden handle.
It serves a number of functions during forming the articles. One of its functions is to
give pressure along with finger to flatten the sikki stick to make it ready for weaving.
Another function is to make holes to pan the sikki stick during weaving.
The other equipments are small scissors & metal wire. Scissors are used to cut the
sikki & khara while weaving on decoration and also during finishing. Metal wire is
also used to make the structure rigid with.
Process: The concept developments were done though paper drawings. First the
forms of shapes were developed on each item with the help of many rough sketches.
From those rough sketches, forms of shapes were selected, and then it was being
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explored by combining the forms with decoration concept were developed. Then the
final concept was developed.
At the conceptualization stage, the forms of shapes were being thought keeping in
mind the production processes. Colour combination was also thought according to the
existing colours which in available at local markets. A number of new designs were
developed with additional functional values as well as aesthetic values. To increase
the aesthetic value, the colour combination was also thought for specially. The
combination of sikki & bamboo has also been thought for the diversification of
product as well as to increase the functional values, such as, serving Tray Napkin
Box, Fruits Bowl, etc.
Prototype making: This was the ultimate stage of the design development process.
At this stage the production method and designing was determined from the final
concept & the production drawings were made so that the artisans could understand
then and easily make the prototypes.
The Technique of making Sikki products:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Collection of spitted sikkis.
Coloring of the sikkis.
Drying the colored sikki.
Applying water to softer the sikki during weaving.
Flattening the soft sikki by the pressure of Takua & Finger.
Forming by wearing with khara.
Detailing & Finishing.

The desired forms are generally shaped with ordinary grass called khar which is
coiled and encased in the softer Sikki, while many of the motifs are derived from the
local tantric traditions. Technical improvement, by means of dyeing of grass with fast
colours is being introduced. The coiling technique, is the oldest, is most commonly
used in Sikki. The common long grass is wired and stitched together with the Pasikki,
dyed in several different shades, using a thick needle called Takua. Especially in
constructing the sculptural forms, the whole build up is made by the coils.
The technique used for making from Sikki is the ancient and time honored coiling
method. Interestingly the actual form is shaped with Munj, raffia grass, or Khar,
which is much cheaper and more abundantly available. This provides the basic shape
and gives additional strength to the product. The Munj is completely oiled over and
covered with Sikki; the only tool used by the women us a 6 inch long needle shaped
iron object called takua with a rounded head, made of lac, which used to hold the
needle while coiling the grass. The object being made is held firmly while the right
hand is completely free to wield the Takua. No threads or cords or any other materials
are used. The Sikki is slightly dampened to make it more pliable as it is coiled around
the Munj. The colouring is achieved by boiling it in dyes. Each of the Sikki products
is not only colourful but also individual. Colours are used in dramatic contrast and
each product reflects the creative impulse of its maker. Two dimensional images of
birds and animals, trees, and figures are also beautifully crafted. Some craftswomen
are now experimenting and making products only in Sikki grass, without using the
traditional; Munj base.
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J)

Uniqueness:
Sikki, the golden grass of Bihar, is found growing in the wet and marshy area of
Madhubani district. Traditionally and till today sikki grass products are made by the
women of the household especially brides-to-be and are taken to their husband(s)
home(s) after marriage as part of their dowry. To make the sikki grass usable it is first
cut from near its base and then dried. The upper portion of the flowering stem is then
discarded. The remaining portion is finely sliced and shaved and used for making the
products. Sikki is sold by the traders at the weekly hat (market) or by itinerant doorto-door sellers. The rate varies, but interestingly, sikki is not sold by weight, but
measured by the fistful.
The sikki, which is characterised by its wonderful golden hue, is also coloured into
myriad shades to make the products more attractive. The deities that are fashioned are
depicted with their own special colours in two-dimensional images. The colours most
popular are purple, deep blue, bright yellow, magenta pink, green, and red, all
combined with the natural golden to make the final product a riot of colours. The
women craft the products throughout the year according to their needs.
The coiling technique, which is the oldest, is most commonly used in Sikki. The
common long grass is wired and stitched together with the Pasikki, dyed in several
different shades, using a thick needle called Takua. Especially in constructing the
sculptural forms, the whole build up is made with coils. The only tool used by the
women is a 6 inch long needle shape iron object called Takua with a rounded head,
made of lac, which is used to hold in grip the needle while coiling the grass. No
threads or cords or similar materials, are used.

K)

Inspection Body:
The inspection body consisting of the following have been constituted for maintaining
the quality of the product
•
•
•
•

L)

Officer In-charge, O/o the Development Commissioner (Handicraft), Patna.
Director (Market Research), Textiles Committee, Ministry of Textiles, Mumbai
Representative of Producers Associations,
Prominent Master Artisans of the product

Others:
The product bears generational legacy as the artisans learn the art of printing from
their forefathers.
An important feature of this crafts is that only female members of the families are
engaged in this craft. So artisan families are not dependent only on this craft for
making their survival successful. The female artisans are also not fulltime
practitioners. They weave in leisure time, of their daily life. But they take to full time
practice in the season during exhibitions. Occasionally, male members also take to
this profession specially on getting huge orders or during exhibitions. The artisans
produce decoarative items as well as functional once, specially various types of
containers, jewellery, etc. Colour decoration is mostly used in this craft. Each item
has vivid colour deco. Combination of red, blue, green, yellow, etc. and also the
natural colour of sikki is used. The production of sikki grass items is a seasonal
occupation specially during various festive occasions such as Marriage,etc.
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Sikki work is a possessed by women in this region of Bihar. As an activity it
generates not only income but also opportunities of their lives and their aspirations.
There is growing demands for Sikki grass work not only for outstanding beauty but
also for its cultural value. Like paintings, Sikki is also folk in nature, and was
prompted by a prevalent Mithila social custom.
Note:
"The GI Application Number 75 "Sikki Grass Products of Bihar" & GI Application Number
536 "Sikki Grass Products of Bihar (Logo)" have been registered separately, however, the
applicant is at liberty to use the registration jointly and independently and that such use
would also be a valid use under the Registration."
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Advertised under Rule 41 (1) of Geographical Indications of Goods (Registration & Protection)
Rules, 2002 in the Geographical Indications Journal 93 dated 30th November, 2016
G.I. APPLICATION NUMBER – 538
Application Date: 28-12-2015
Application is made by Development Commissioner (Handicrafts), Ministry of Textiles,
Government of India, West Block, No.8, R K Puram, New Delhi - 110066, India for
Registration in Part A of the Register of Sujini Embroidery Work of Bihar (Logo) under
Application No: 538 in respect of Textile & Textile goods not classified elsewhere and
Embroidery Work falling in Class – 24 & 26 is hereby advertised as accepted under Subsection (1) of Section 13 of Geographical Indications of Goods (Registration and Protection)
Act, 1999.
A)

Name of the Applicant

:

Development Commissioner (Handicrafts),
Ministry of Textiles, Government of India

B)

Address

:

Development Commissioner (Handicrafts),
Ministry of Textiles, Government of India
West Block, No.8, R K Puram, New Delhi 110066, India

C)

Types of Goods

:

Class 24 – Textile & Textile goods not
classified elsewhere
Class 26 – Embroidery Work

D)

Specification:
Sujini embroidered work includes bedspreads, wall hangings, and cushion and bolster
covers as well as clothing items like saris, dupattas, and kurtas. Initially their designs
depicted the daily rhythms of their own lives, as well as their natural surroundings.
Now a days, the artisans are increasingly using social and political commentary in the
motifs highlighting the social issues in their artistic work. The stories depict themes
ranging from village life and the Hindu epics to concerns about election violence, the
education of girls, and lessons in health care. However the range of goods
manufactured can be categorized in two product classes i.e Home furnishing and
Apparel.

E)

Name of the Geographical Indication:
SUJINI EMBROIDERY WORK OF BIHAR (LOGO)

F)

Description of the Goods:
One of the most dominant craft forms of Bihar is the Sujini embroidery work
known for its stylised embroidery and remarkable in its detailed and complex
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workmanship. Sujini was used by women of Bihar to stitch discarded dhotis and
saris into quilts. It probably started with the utilitarian motive of women of the
community to make quilts out of layers of torn, threadbare pieces of clothes to
render them strong enough for further use.
The artistic work is so splendid that embroidered quilts were presented as gifts on
festive occasions since the 18th century. The word Sujini has its origin in the word
Sujan which means noble and dear- to present to people these art forms with love
and affection. The women used to make Sujini on the occasions of birth, marriage
etc. to present to their loved ones.
Traditionally, the women embroidered religious scenes from Hindu epics. Today,
they boldly present visual images of social issues like infanticide, dowry deaths
and other social ills. Sujini not only provides these women a livelihood, but also
gives them an outlet through which they can express their feeling and thought to
the world. Embroidery is done on a fabric that is enforced with fine muslin.
G)

Geographical area of Production and Map as shown in page no: 44
The area of production of this splendid craft is exclusively practiced in Muzaffarpur
district and is scattered around Madhubani, Sitamari and Darbanga District.
Muzaffarpur is located between at 250 54' to 260 23' north latitude and between 840
53' to 850 45' east longitude . It covers a total area of 3,172 Sq. Km. Purbi Champaran
and Sitamarhi districts on North, on the South Vaishali and Saran districts, on the East
Darbhanga and Samastipur districts and on the West Saran and Gopalganj districts
surround Muzaffarpur.
The detail area of production can be summarised as follows:

H)

•

Muzaffarpur:
Gaighatti Block: Village name- Bagha Khal, Ramnagar, Hasna, Bhusura,
Manipur, Dahia, Gousnagar, Boari-Dih, Jaia, Kumarthu, Jarang.
Bochan Block: Village name – Unsar, Paranti, Sarfuddinpur, Aadi Gopalpur.
Katra Block: Village name- Katra, Danour, Sonpur, Tyohara, Buddha Kara,
mohana.

•

Madhubani:
Area: Ranti, Gangapur, D-Nathban, Jitwarpur, Belhwar, Siddapkalan, Padma
Chowk etc.

Proof of Origin (Historical records):
The first and one of the most dominant craft forms of Bihar is the Sujini known for its
stylised embroidery and remarkable in its detailed and complex workmanship. Sujini
was used by women of Bihar to stitch discarded dhotis and saris into quilts. Sujini
probably started with the utilitarian motive of women of the community to make
quilts out of layers of torn, threadbare pieces of clothes to render them strong enough
for further use.
Embroidered quilts were presented as gifts on festive occasions since the 18th
century. The word Sujini has its origin in the word Sujan which means noble and
dear- to present to people these art forms with love and affection. The women used to
make Sujini on the occasions of birth, marriage etc. to present to their loved ones.
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Traditionally, the women embroidered religious scenes from Hindu epics. Today, they
boldly present visual images of infanticide, dowry deaths and other social ills. Sujini
not only provides these women a livelihood, but also gives them an outlet through
which they may express themselves. Embroidery is done on a fabric that is enforced
with fine muslin.
Sujini is very similar to Kantha of Bengal because both are made of old materials and
embroidered with the thread unpicked from borders of saris. But they differ in
techniques:
•
•
•

In Sujini, running stitches are worked in a straight line but in Kantha they use
spiral, circular and conical forms.
In Sujini the outline of the motifs is done by chain stitch in dark colour but in
Kantha outlines are done by running stitch.
In Sujini, motifs are filled with running stitch and the rest of the area is also
embroidered by the running stitch with the same base colour thread. In Kantha
only motifs are filled.

Sujini production had virtually disappeared until ADITHI and its products adapted to
urban market and revived it in 1988. ADITHI used to work with Mahila Vikas
Sahyog Samiti (MVSS), a small autonomous society, based in Bhusra dist. of
Muzaffarpur, Bihar which is now working independently. After Sujini’s revival, it
became a vehicle for telling stories for expressing contemporary social and political
concerns. The Sujini stories range from activities of day to day life to larger issues
like female infanticide, AIDS, dowry, election, violence, education of the girls and the
scenes of domestic abuse.
The Sujini is distinctive for its transformation of a traditional craft into a vehicle
for expressing contemporary social and political themes. These narratives proclaim
that social change is the essence and purpose of the craft revival. Tragically similar
stories abound: drunk, disabled, absentee, or unemployable husbands,
unsympathetic cruel and demanding mothers-in-law, property that has been
mortgaged to pay off debts. The embroideries also collectively express the
injustices of everyday life-of dowry burning, female infanticide, rape, and feudal
persecution. The women depict not only the familiar religious iconography but
also their own suffering and discontent. This process has allowed them to develop
a new vocabulary. A typical quilt is divided into two parts.
One side seeks to portray the realities-a drunken man beating his wife; a man
giving dowry; men cloistered in a village meeting, and women in purdah. The
other side seeks to express a vision – a woman selling her produce in the market; a
woman addressing a meeting; a woman judge, and power.
I)

Method of Production:
As its very name indicates, it is made of torn and tottered useless clothes of daily life.
It is prepared with patches of different clothes, preferably of the cotton. By setting
them in separate layers and then stitching. While stitching, it takes swollen shape and
hence called Sujini. Sujini is generally used as carpet or mat stretched on naked floor
or wooden cots – giving physical comfort to slippers. It generally serves the purpose
of bedding. It is as comfortable as Tosak. If it is not too fat and heavy and can be
easily folded, it can be used as wrapper also. There is no specific proof of its origin.
The members of the poor families, who are not affluent, cannot afford seasonal costly
clothes to fight the vagaries of the weather. As such the various dresses, which
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became unserviceable, were not thrown like waste materials rather they were thought
to be used again by giving a desired shape to them. Consequently setting different
unserviceable and useless clothes together binding them with thread with the help of
needle a concrete and complete shape is given – and thus Sujini comes into existence.
In backward and poor families such Sujini is very common.
Raw Materials used: The main raw materials used in Sujini
Productions are described below: Cotton is the major raw material with following
varieties:
• Salita: It is used as a base for the embroidery. Salita is very good quality cotton
and mainly used for export.
• White or coloured markeen: This is not of very good quality and mainly used for
the export market.
• Casement: It is used for wall hangings and cushion covers.
• Tussar Silk: It is also used mainly for saris, dupattas, and dress materials.
• Threads: There are two kinds of threads used:
• Moon thread: Moon thread is used for filling the background. The color of the
thread is similar to the base color.
• Rangoli or Anchor Thread: It is used for filling of the motif and the out line of the
motif. Per reel cost is Rs. 1.80 and the box costs Rs. 25.
In the process of production the following tools are used:
•
•
•
•

Needle: 9 number needles is used for embroidery.
Frame: Frame is used for tightening the cloth. It helps to avoid wrinkles.
Scissors: It is used for giving finishing touches and cutting the extra knots and
threads.
Inch Tape: Inch tape is used for measuring the cloth and for marking when the
design is drawn.

Raw materials for Sujini craft includes cloth sheet and threads which are available in
sufficient quantity. Since Muzaffarpur is regarded as chief cotton trading centre for
North Bihar, the cotton along with silk is available in bulk. The labour payment varies
with the craft items produced. The payment is higher for bed spreads and saree than
for Salwar suits.
The production process used for crafting out this unique craft is unique and
distinctive. The steps followed for craft making can be summarised as follows:
 Drawing and Tracing:
The outline of the design is traced or drawn directly on to the cloth by the women.
Stories, compositions and colour combination are worked out by the women on their
own.
 Embroidery:
The background is filled with the fine running stitch with thread whose color is
similar to the background. It gives a wavy effect. Chain stitch usually in black, brown
and red thread is done for the main outline of the motif and the design is then filled
with running stitch in colored threads. Sujini embroidery is very simple but requires a
lot of patience and time. The smaller items can be made individually and to make
large bed sheets or quilts, three or four women work together, starting from different
ends approaching towards the centre.
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 Steps of Embroidery:
1. To start the embroidery, the motif is to be fitted in the frame to give it proper
steadiness.
2. After framing, the motif is filled with running stitch of desired colours.
3. Then the motif is filled with the running stitch, the border of the motif is done by
the chain stitch.
4. In Sujini embroidery the background is filled with the running stitch with a color
similar to the color of the background.
5. Sujini is completed by filling the background. This filling of the background
makes it different from Kantha embroidery where only motifs are filled with
stitches.
In the finishing process, all the extra threads or knots are cut from the back to give
it better finishing.
 Washing and Calendaring:
When the embroidery work is finished then the article is properly washed and the
calendared.
 Packaging and Labelling:
Finished products are properly labeled with the brand name ‘Sujini’ and price tags. In
order to keep a check on the cost, no special packaging is done.
Sujini craft has so far achieved limited commercial production like other craft forms
and is still being seen largely as a measure for women’s empowerment. In most cases,
it is additional source of income of primary women artisans who are trained and
promoted by governmental and non-governmental organizations.
J)

Uniqueness:
Sujini is a term for straight running stitch embroidery on layered cotton. Women quilt
together old sari and other pieces of cloth with tiny running stitches, and embroider
these beautifully. The product is a quilt-cum-bedspread, sometimes stuffed with
tattered cloth to give it added thickness. Sujini is labour intensive-the number of
stitches per square inch varies from 105-210. A fine running stitch all over the sheet
in the same colour as the base cloth creates the background upon which motifs are
outlined in chain stitch. The design is then filled in with tiny running stitches in
coloured thread. An age-old practice among women in almost all parts of the country,
what makes Sujini remarkable is the unique narrative elements in its embroidery.
Women stitch their experience, their sorrows and their realities on the Sujini,
transforming a mundane quilt into a testimony of their lives. Each Sujini tells a talethe trauma of being a woman in a man`s world, domestic violence, female infanticide,
effects of alcoholism and gambling on a family and similar issues. Social concerns
like evils of dowry, education of girls, lessons in health-care and AIDS are also
depicted. Thus each Sujini becomes a testament of personal trials or of social change.
Old Sujinis had motifs from religion, nature and daily life. The shift in narrative
themes is recent, after voluntary organizations encouraged women to stitch their lives,
so to say, on the Sujinis. Efforts by concerned agencies to contemporize Sujini have
struck gold-not only has a product diversification been achieved, Sujini had also
entered the international market, like Bhusura, an important production cluster in
Muzaffarpur, Sujini has changed the story of many a woman`s life.
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The uniqueness of Sujini embroidery primarily lies in its story-telling theme. It need
not remain a romantic mythological or religious life style. It can talk about
contemporary problems of peace and harmony and issues related to the rural women’s
world.
Sujini embroidery designs begin either from the central or the outer layers depending
on what the dominant features will be. The rest of the Sujini is filled in with figures,
objects, symbolic scenes, shapes and combinations left totally to the imagination of
the craft woman. The stitches used are of the simplest kind. The running stitch is not
only the main stitch but also the most ingeniously employed. The empty spaces are
filled with the running stitch, length and spacing being regulated. The running stitch
moves around the patterns to create a rippling and whirling effect, molding and
making the motifs stand out against the background of the cloth.
K)

Inspection Body:
The inspection body consisting of the following have been constituted for maintaining
the quality of the product
•
•
•
•

L)

Officer In-charge, O/o the Development Commissioner (Handicraft), Patna.
Director (Market Research), Textiles Committee, Ministry of Textiles, Mumbai
Representative of Producers Associations,
Prominent Master Artisans of the product

Others:
The product bears generational legacy as the artisans learn from their forefathers. An
important feature of this crafts is that only female members of the families are
engaged in this craft. So artisan families are not dependent only on this craft for
making their survival successful. The female artisans are also not fulltime
practitioners. They weave in leisure time, of their daily life. But they take to full time
practice in the season during exhibitions. Occasionally, male members also take to
this profession specially on getting huge orders or during exhibitions.
Today production of Sujini embroidery is done mainly in about 15 villages adjoining
village named Bhusura in Ghaighatti block of Muzaffarpur district in Bihar and also
in some pockets of Madhubani. Bhusura, the village where Sujuni was developed is
less than 100 kms away from the center of Mithila painting. The rural women of
Muzaffarpur district of north Bihar now continue to embroider in the Sujini tradition,
using a combination of a fine running stitch. This is an ideal vehicle for assisting the
many women who are living in poverty, but are prevented by social custom from
working. Women can now earn money while practicing a craft that their fathers,
husbands, and in-laws deem ‘respectable’. Craft revival is often characterized by
nostalgia for perceived aesthetics and lost skills.

Note:
"The GI Application Number 74 "Sujini Embroidery Work of Biha " & GI Application
Number 538 "Sujini Embroidery Work of Bihar (Logo)" have been registered separately,
however, the applicant is at liberty to use the registration jointly and independently and that
such use would also be a valid use under the Registration."
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Advertised under Rule 41 (1) of Geographical Indications of Goods (Registration & Protection)
Rules, 2002 in the Geographical Indications Journal 93 dated 30th November, 2016
G.I. APPLICATION NUMBER – 540
Application Date: 28-12-2015
Application is made by Development Commissioner (Handicrafts), Ministry of Textiles,
Government of India, West Block, No.8, R K Puram, New Delhi - 110066, India for
Registration in Part A of the Register of Blue Pottery of Jaipur (Logo) under Application
No: 540 in respect of Pottery falling in Class – 21 is hereby advertised as accepted under
Sub-section (1) of Section 13 of Geographical Indications of Goods (Registration and
Protection) Act, 1999.
A)

Name of the Applicant

:

Development Commissioner (Handicrafts),
Ministry of Textiles, Government of India

B)

Address

:

Development Commissioner (Handicrafts),
Ministry of Textiles, Government of India
West Block, No.8, R K Puram, New Delhi 110066, India

C)

Types of Goods

:

Class 21 – Pottery

D)

Specification:
The blue colour on the product is so dominant that it can be easily recognised on the
naked eye. The brilliance of blue created from the cobalt oxide is striking and is the
key shade to create the visual appeal of these items. The artistic work of the artisans
through colour combination is unique in the product. The use of yellow, green and
other colours enhance the traditional colour palette of white and blue. The products
are quite light weight. The surface of the product shines and with less glossy.
One of the important characteristics of the product is that the entire product is covered
with beautiful motifs reflecting the artisan’s perception and imagination of natural
surrounding and socio-cultural ethos. The traditional motifs like tessellating type of
jaali, all over the motifs and the stylized floral designs reflect socio-cultural history of
this beautiful product. The huaman skill in form of hand painting has lent a high level
of delicacy to this art form is one of the important characteristic of this product.
The blue pottery products are covered with decorative motifs and filled entirely with
colors. There are blue motifs and floral carvings on blue pottery range. Apart from
this the blue pottery may be broadly categorized into figurines of divinities,
ceremonial pottery and votive offerings, the stylized floral designs reflect their
Persian origins. The adherence to hand painting has lent a high level of delicacy to
this art and has contributed to the designs looking fresh and full of life. The biggest
advantage is that blue pottery does not develop any cracks, and blue pottery is also
impervious, hygienic, and suitable for daily use. Blue pottery is beautifully decorated
with the brush when the pot is rotated.
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E)

Name of the Geographical Indication:
BLUE POTTERY OF JAIPUR (LOGO)

F)

Description of the Goods:
Blue pottery can easily be recognized due to predominance of blue on them. The
briliance of blue created from cobolt oxide is striking and is the shade to creat the
visual appeal of these items. The products are quite light and shining. One of the
important characteristics of the product is that the entire product is covered with
beautiful decorative motifs reflecting the natural surrounding and the socio-cultural
ethos of the producers and the adjacent area. Further the adherence of hand
painting has lent a high level of delicacy to this art and has contributed to the
designs looking fresh and full of life.
Blue Pottery, the famous pottery of Jaipur, makes use of Fullers Earth- Multani
Mitti as the base of any pottery. It is an imported technique, first used by the
Mongols and then transferred to various countries. However the Indian Concept is
a mix of Fullers Earth, Chinese Glazing Technology with Indian Designs. The
main and only color used in Blue Pottery is the Sky Blue Color with the base as
Pure White.
The name comes from the eye-catching Persian blue dye used to color the clay.
The Jaipur blue pottery, made out of Egyptian paste, is glazed and low-fired. Some
of this pottery is semi-transparent and mostly decorated with animal and bird
motifs. Being fired at very low temperature makes them fragile.
The conventional floral or arabesque, handmade patterns and the animal figure
patterns are the prominent designs. The various articles shaped out are mostly the
traditional ones like ‘surahis’ or pots of different shapes and sizes for multiple
uses. Most of the items comprise of domestic kitchenware such as cups, plates,
flower vases, tea pots, urns, tea coasters, napkin holders, bread holder. Also small
items such as table top accessories, door knobs, pen stands, paper weights, tiles,
incense stick stands, candle stands, bathroom fittings, flower pots in many shapes
and sizes, lamp base, boxes, trays etc. The artisans have started making even
buttons and costume jewellery. Blue Pottery finds its place in homes and offices,
in hotels and restaurants, as ashtrays, tiles, flower pots, lamp shades, jars and
decoration items. The beginning price of blue pottery is Rs 300/ - and it can go as
high as Rs 10,000/-.
The body is completely hand made by Quartz and normal glass and the designs are
sketched by hand before being coloured in by specially developed colors which do
not fade with use. Cobalt oxide produces the blue color. Jaipur climate is uniquely
suited for producing this variety of pottery. Now days, according to WTO
guidelines 100% lead free pottery is being produced. So the Jaipur Blue item can
be put to day to day use.
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G)

Geographical area of Production and Map as shown in page no: 55
Blue pottery is practiced in many villages in the Jaipur district. The district lies at a
Latitude of 27.55 N and a Longitude of 75.52 E. Some 400 families in Jaipur and
nearby villages like Sanganer, nevta, Muhana, Mahalan and Kotjewar are actively
involved in producing these art works.

H)

Proof of Origin (Historical records):
Pottery takes us to the age of Harrapan and Mohanjodaro - the first developed
Civilisations of India. Pottery is an art, a way of expressing the joys and ones
imagination, in the forms of colourful pots. Various pots, in different shapes, colours
make for one of the best ways of decorating the living rooms or the outer portion of
the homes.
The Art of blue pottery came to Jaipur from Persia and Afghanistan via Mughal
Courts. The use of blue glaze on pottery made from Multani mitti, or Fuller’s earth, is
an imported technique, first developed by enterprising Mongol artisans who combined
Chinese glazing technology with Persian decorative arts. This technique traveled
south to India with early Muslim potentates in the 14th century. During its infancy, it
was used to make tiles to decorate mosques, tombs and palaces in Central Asia.
Later, the Mughals began using them in India to mimic their structures from beyond
the mountains in Samarkand. Gradually the blue glaze technique grew beyond an
architectural accessory to Kashmiri potters. From there, the technique traveled to the
plains of Delhi and in the 17th century went to Jaipur. The rulers of Jaipur were
exceptionally partial to blue-glazed ware, and many marble halls in Rambagh Palace
has as its centre piece a bubbling fountain lined with ravishing blue tiles. These tiles
were also used extensively in the building of the splendid city of Jaipur but
surprisingly, they disappeared soon after.
Blue Pottery is Turko-Persian in origin, but today is widely known as one of the
distinctive crafts of Jaipur. When the city of Jaipur was founded in 1727 by Sawai Jai
Singh I, craftsmen from all over the country were invited to come and make their
home in this new city. Man Singh I was the first to bring the art of blue and white to
Jaipur subsequent to his interactions with the Mughals and through his campaigns in
Afghanistan. Royal patronage, lucrative offers and the attraction of living in a
beautiful city led many artisans and craftsmen to come and settle in Jaipur. By the
beginning of the 19th century the city was well established as a thriving art centre.
In keeping with the traditions of his forefathers, Sawai Ram Singh II (1835-1880) set
up a school of art in 1866 at Jaipur and a great revival and rejuvenation of arts was
planned. He continued to encourage artists and craftsmen. This work was continued
by his successor Maharaja Sawai Madho Singh II.
Blue Pottery took an interesting route in finding its home in Jaipur. Maharaja Sawai
Man Singh II attended a kite flying session and watched as his kite masters were
engaged in battle with two brothers from Achnera (near Agra) who were to father the
turquoise blue pottery of Jaipur. When the ruler saw that a potter called Churamani
managed to bring down the royal kites almost every time, he was intrigued. He asked
the potter brothers their secret. They told him that they were potters by profession and
had coated their strings with the same blue green glass dust that they used for their
pots. Sawai Ram Singh II was so impressed that he asked the potter to come and settle
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in Jaipur and to head the pottery section of the proposed School of Arts and Industries
and teach this unique form of glazed pottery.
During the middle of the 19th century, Jaipur became a flourishing center for the
making of blue pottery. On the Verge of Extinction Blue Pottery had enormous
potential and should have flourished, but the craft was practiced by one family who
guarded its secrets so closely and refused to share their trade secrets with their fellow
craftsmen so there was an eventual lowering of standards and a gradual dying out of
the craft. Today only a few rare examples of this 19th century pottery survive. Some
of the finest specimens are found in Rambagh Palace in Jaipur.
In 1957, when the School that had started in 1866 was suddenly closed by the
Government of India, it took Maharani Gayatri Devi of Jaipur dynasty to inject a third
dose of Life. Over the years the craft was kept alive by her Highness Gayatri Devi
who widely promoted Blue Pottery. The craft received a much needed boost in the
1960's as internationally renowned artist Kripal Singh Shekhawat entered the field of
Blue Pottery and raised the bar. His presence brought a new excitement to the craft as
his designs began selling very well.
Blue pottery has seen several ups and downs in its life span of almost 200 years.
There was a time when it all but vanished from Jaipur but the efforts of several
concerned people helped to revive this dying art. Today, blue pottery is a growing
industry, an industry that provides livelihood to thousands of people.
I)

Method of Production:
Blue Pottery is based on ground quartz. The dough is pressed into moulds and the
unfired pieces are hand painted with oxide colours, dipped in clear glaze and fired
once in wooden kilns. The process is very tedious and time consuming. Once made,
the blue pottery items cannot be reworked. It is a craft where one is never sure if the
finished product will have the exact shade that one may have wanted. The smallest
mistake could lead to the piece either cracking up or turning black.
This tedious process was one of the main reasons why very few people were willing
to experiment and try out new products in blue pottery. Not only did it require time
and patience but also money. Blue pottery survived as a decorative item – ideal for
gifts and souvenirs. But its practical use was very limited.
This is kneaded into dough, flattened and pressed into an open mould. A vase, for
example, will be made up in four parts; a wheel-turned neck; two moulded
hemispheres; and a wheel-turned base. The hemispheres are filled with ash or sawdust
while they dry, the parts are joined and the surface smoothed over, and the vase is
then taken for painting. The outlines are drawn in cobalt oxide using a squirrel-tail
brush (little ground squirrels are frequently run over, and the painters collect the tails,
from which they make their own brushed). The design is filled in with other metal
oxides, each of which is transformed into a bright colour by firing. The oxide of
cobalt becomes a deep blue, that of chromium changes to green, cadmium produces a
bright yellow and iron oxide becomes a red-brown. The piece is then dipped into a
homemade glaze of glass, borax and lead oxide which is made adhesive by the
addition of boiled flour. When enough dried pieces have built up they are fired at 800
- 850o C for six hours in a closed kiln fuelled with charcoal. All the melts, but 80 per
cent of the quartz is left, and this maintains the form of the vessel. The kiln is left to
cool for three days, avoiding any rapid temperature change which so easily cracks the
china.
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All the material that goes into composition- quartz, raw glaze, sodium sulphate,
multani clay, all requires the same temperature and the pottery needs to be fired only
once unlike other pottery. It is also more imperious and therefore more hygienic for
daily use. The ornamentation is done with brush made of squirrel’s hair.
To increase the strength of the joints and to give it a smooth finish, more kundan is
applied. Kundankari is such a specialized work that it is carried by a group of
craftsmen, each carrying out a specific task. The chiterias make the basic design, the
ghaarias are responsible for engraving and making holes, meenakari or enameling is
done by the enameller and the goldsmith takes care of the Kundan or gold. Blue
pottery is an extremely delicate and sensitive form of pottery, because a ruined
product cannot be reworked, and it is not possible to predict the result beforehand.
Raw Material: Blue Pottery is made from quartz and its powder. Materials that are
used include Dough (Quartz powder), Saaji (soda bicarbonate), Multan mitti (Fuller’s
earth), Kaatira gond (natural resin), Safed laanch (glass), Glaze –Sindoor (red),
Suhaga (Borax powder), Crushed glass. Like other pottery it is fired only once.
Raw Materials for Colouring: The components used for colouring are White –
Powdered white glass and Quartz powder, Light blue-Cobalt oxide, Blue-Copper
Oxide, Green-Chrome Oxide, Dark brown-Manganese.
The production of the blue pottery of Jaipur in Rajasthan involves basically nine
steps. These are:
1. Preparation of dough:
Quartz’s is sieved to remove impurities. Once fully dry it is cleaned and ground in the
chakki. The gun is soaked in water over night and then dried in the sun. Bentonite and
fullers earth is broken into smaller pieces and ground in a chakki. All these materials
are mixed together and kneaded into dough. The ratio maintained is 30 kg of water
added to 1 man of the powder. The dough prepared is not very wet, but it is semi dry
(like churma). This is allowed to stay for 12 hours to mature, so that the gum in it
swells up and binds the dough well.
2. Glaze making:
A vitreous glaze is prepared to coat the body of the product and to give it a shine after
firing. For the preparation of frit, red lead is available in powder form and vorax is
also available ground.
The ingredients (glass powder, red lead/sindoor and borax/suhaga) in powder form are
mixed together and then pit inside a graphite crucible which is then placed in small
kiln. The mixture melts and pours out through a narrow opening at the end, into cold
water. The molten frit solidifies and shatters on falling in water. This is removed from
water and allowed to dry. It is then powdered in hand mill. Powdered frit is mixed
with a glutunous paste made of naiad boiled in water. Enough water is added to give
the paste the desired consistency.
3. Bharan nikaalna (Fabrication of the wares):
The method of production is mould based and the use of wheel is quite peripheral to
this technique. Each product has a mould/pharna made out of plaster of paris. The
mould is single or in two parts. The dough prepared in the stage 1 is taken to use.
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A small ball of the dough is taken and rolled flat like a chapatti. The thickness
maintained is the thickness desired for the product. An even thickness is obtained by
flattening the dough with a smooth piece is ready; it is laid on the mouth /opening of
the mould. The mould is briskly moved in circulation movement, within the cup of
palms of both the hands. With this movement, the flat layer of dough slowly sinks and
slips into the mould and begins to take its shape.
Once the dough has reached the bottom and taken the shape of the mould, some moist
ash is added over it. The excess of the dough layer hanging around the top of the
mould is then snipped off with a triangular iron piece called lone ki paati. This dough
within the mould is then allowed to dry in shade for another 12 hours. After this the
mould is inverted on a clay slab. The mould has a tiny hole at the base .This hole
allows the excess air to move out once the dough is filled in and also allows the dried
item to slip off evenly. The potter blows through this hole and the product slips out of
the mould. This is the extraction of the bharan.
4. Pendi lagana (addition of the base):
Once the item is dry, it is turned on the wheel and a smooth rounded base is added to
it, to give a finish to the shape. Even to a surahi, the garden (neck) is added on to
wheel.
5. Rezmaal ka kaam (finishing):
The surface of the product is still coarse and needs to be smoothened. For this, first 36
number sand paper/rezmaal are used to rub and smoothen the surface. A small amount
of the wet dough is taken and then rubbed smoothly on the surfaces. This allows the
small depressions and uneven areas to be filled. Again sandpaper is rubbed and used
to smoothen the surfaces of the product.
6. Engobe/Astaar lagana (application of white base color):
The white color is prepared by mixing 7 kg of quartz powder and 3 kg of white glass.
This mixture is diluted with water and some Maida (refined wheat flour) and is
heated. A glutinous binder is thus ready, of dropping consistency. The slip has to be
of right consistency. If it is too thin, the body shows and if it is too thick, the article
cracks during drying. The products are then dipped and swirled into this solution,
taking care that the entire product gets coated evenly with the solution of white
colour. This astaar gives a smooth white non absorbent surface on which painting can
be done. After this coating, the products are dried for 1 day in the direct sun. A final
smoothening of the surface is done by again using a sandpaper to finish the surface.
7. Rangaai (painting design):
After the surface of the product is made smooth with sandpaper, the stage of
decorating it with designs begins. The potter uses fine brushes to paint the outlines of
the entire design. Copper oxide (neela), which yields a dark blue colour on firing and
look black prior to it, is used for the outline painting.
The color is prepared by dissolving gum in water and mixing color stains in it. The
solution should not get too thin or too sticky. The painting is done with brushes. The
finer brushes are made of hair from the tail of a squirrel.
8. Bharana/bhatti ko jamana (loading of articles in the kiln):
Once the potter has enough products, he begins the process of firing. If his products
are less, he at times shares the kiln with another potter. The kiln furniture consists of
plates (takhti) made of terracotta and props (sipahi) made of terracotta. The articles
are laid on the plates supported by props. The plates are coated with a coat of astaar so
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that the glaze does not stick to the plates. The plates are kept about 3 to 4 inches away
from the inner wall of the kiln, for free and easy circulation of heat. The loading of
products in the kiln takes about 5 hours.
9. Pakana (Firing):
The batti/kiln is an up-draught kiln. It is hemispherical and has a round opening on
top. The hemisphere has 4 small opening on the 4 sides, meant to allow the potter to
view and check the firing process. The kiln is usually located outside the house
premises of an individual potter and is often shared by a few potters. The potters still
use traditional style of wood fire kiln which has high fuel consumption. The lower
part of the kiln has two slots on either side, for the feeding of wood, to maintain the
fire. Traditionally babool wood has been used for the fire. The wood has a tendency to
retain the heat for much longer, as compared to other wood.
Process: The whole process of making Blue Pottery involves four main steps:
• Pottery Making
• Designing & Painting
• Glazing
• Firing
Tools: Only 3 very basic tools are used in this decorative clay work. But the potters
derived creative use of some of them.
1) Pindi - a round stone piece with a knob on top to hold it. This tool is used to
hammer the mud flat.
2) Paata - is a rectangular piece of wood, used to flatten the plaque laid horizontal.
3) Bhaladi - It is a small flat chisel like instrument made of metal and used to crop
the extra clay. The tip of the tool is used to mark small depressions in the plaque
image. The edge of the broad front is used to achieve diagonal linear impressions
on the plaque.
Raw Materials
•
Clay 'Mati'
•
Temper for clay 'ghasan'
•
Donkey dung 'leedh'
•
Ash 'Bani'
•
Cow dung 'Chhan'
•
Ochre 'pilli mati'
•
Chalk 'Khadi'

•
•
•
•
•
•

Red mud - 'Geru lal mati'
Golden pigment - 'Paliya'
Goat dropping
Energy sources
Wood
Cactus piece 'Thor'

The Process:
1.
Gaara gundana (Preparing the clay)
The clay is procured from local ponds. The mud is sieved well with a wire mesh and
the fine mud is then beaten in to smaller pieces. To this a fourth part of donkey dung
is added. The donkey dung is beaten into finer pieces with a large wooden beater, by
the women of the house. The above mentioned mixture is made wet and prepared into
dough, wedging with feet. The kneaded clay is kept covered in polythene and lasts for
2-3 days. The impure clay, contains plenty of sand, is ideal for throwing the
supporting pots kiln furniture used in the construction of the kiln, and fires to a light
pink colour.
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2.
Thala banana (Creation of the base of plaque)
A ball of clay is taken and flattened onto the ground with the help of the round stone
tool, pindi and water. Once the desired thickness is achieved, the surface is further
smoothened with the help of the wooden tool paata and water. After the surface is
smooth and even, the plaque is given the final shape and the extra clay is trimmed
with the help of the metal tool called bhaaladi. This forms the base thaala, on which
the figures will be fixed later. The size of base of plaque/thaal varies from 18” to 30”
height.
3.
Doli banana (giving a border to the plaque)
At this stage, the base of the plaque is given a border with rolled clay, hereby defining
the area that the deity’s image will occupy. 2-3” thick clay coils are rolled with hand
and water applied for smoothness. These are called doli. Lengths are then placed at
the entire boundary of the plaque.
4.
Dhad bananaa (creating the deity’s body)
Another flat slab is then prepared, much thinner as compared to the thaala. This serves
as the source for the creation of small parts of the body that the deity is made of .The
clay bits are roughly chipped into shape with a bhaaladi, an iron tool. Then the part is
taken and applied to the plaque, right in the center. The clay piece is then worked on,
with the hands, one over and the other under the clay, both working simultaneously to
give the clay piece the appropriate relief and also to smoothen it.
5.
Muh, pair banana (face and legs created)
Finally the face, crown and the other background items like trees etc. are placed on
the plaque. Wet fingers are used to finally even out the entire surface-safai karma.
6.
Decoration
The deity is now decorated with the help of the back of the bhaaladi tool, edge of this
tool and many small dyes which are made separately using a variety of techniques:
finger rolled (some coiled, cut and incised to shape, stamped with a large variety of
dies, thrown and even thin slabs pressed into prefired firns.
7.
Sukhana (drying)
Once the decoration work is done, the plaque is allowed to be on the ground and is
raised only when it is dry. The direct sun exposure is to allow the presence of ant
moisture to vanish, thus reducing the possibility of cracking of the plaque during
firing. The drying can take between four and fourteen days depending on the weather.
8.
Preparing kiln furniture
The kiln furniture consist of pots called gher, which are thrown on wheel and then
beaten, with a wooden beater called thaapi, into a longer shape with conical base. An
anvil is used as a lubricant during the beating process. The use of ash transforms the
colour of gher into a light pink. The pointed bottoms are pushed into the sandy
ground, and then the next series has them horizontal the adjoining two vertical pots.
These serve as supports for the plaques and keep them stable.
9.
Setting up the open kiln
This stage consists of the baking of the clay figure. Traditionally the potters have been
using the open kiln and often they tend to share the kiln and the cost, reflecting a
community spirit. The kiln can be set up once a month or once in 2 months or 3
months, depending on the time of the year and the market demand.
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Stacking and firing takes almost a full day to complete. Before stacking, the following
preparations are made: repairing of the damaged pieces, the chopping up of the
firewood, transport of a large number of the pots used for building the kiln as well as
carrying the dried finished items from the roof to the sight of the kiln at the back of
the house.
10.
Firing
The firing is done in an open place and takes about 4 hours. Babool wood is used for
firing. Small fires are lit in the openings from all sides, adding fire-wood to regulate
the build up of the flames. These are further fine tuned by throwing wood shavings
into the openings. The wood is added slowly, being cautious not to raise the
temperature too much. Three to four people, two at a time, feed the fire every 10 to 15
minutes. Temperature reaches to 900 degree centigrade. The craftsman knows that the
right temperature has been reached by the height of the flames. After four hours, once
the men have checked the results of firing and are satisfied with it, any pieces of
burning wood are retrieved and quenched with water to be used again.
11.
Thanda panda/ (cooling of the kiln)
The kiln takes about 5-6 hours to cool down after which the plaques can be removed.
12.
Repair
During the firing some of the icons crack often in the centre at the back. These are
filled with a combination of ground fired clay, water and glue. The glue is mixed with
water and put on the narrower openings of the cracks, and in the large cracks, the
ground fired clay is used to fill the gaps. Finally the surface of the whole area is
painted over with a liquid made with the pre-fired powdered-clay mixed in water.
13.
Colouring
Colours are applied to the baked figures only when a customer decides to buy a
plaque. Before painting the icons they are covered by a white paint mixed in a gum
and left in the sun to dry. The traditional colour palette includes sindoor vermillion,
yellow, lamp black, green, sky blue, and white. They are mixed with gum from the
babul or keekar trees. These are applied with a brush made out of animal hair, usually
that of a donkey’s tail. The coloured icons are final glazed with varnish (jalal), a
mixture of plant gum and either clarified butter or linseed oil. Lastly parts of some of
the icons are covered with silver paper, beaten thin and attached on the still wet
varnish. The item is left in the sun to dry up.
J)

Uniqueness:
The biggest advantage is that blue pottery does not develop any cracks, and blue
pottery is also impervious, hygienic, and suitable for daily use. Blue pottery is
beautifully decorated with the brush when the pot is rotated. Though the Indian Blue
Pottery has quite a resemblance to Netherlands Delfware in its looks; still the
procedure and design of Indian Pottery is completely different.
Some of the unique features of Blue Pottery of Jaipur are as below:
•
•
•
•
•

The pottery is completely hand painted.
The quartz composition of the ceramic is well suited to the hot and dry
climate of the area.
By wetting the edges, even the dry pieces can be joined.
Very little post firing shrinkage.
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•
•

Requires only one firing for baking and glazing unlike clay pottery where two
firings are required.
Since it does not crack much and is impervious, it is found very suitable and
hygienic for daily use.

One of the important characteristics of the product is that the entire product is covered
with beautiful motifs reflecting the artisan’s perception and imagination of natural
surrounding and socio-cultural ethos. The traditional motifs like tessellating type of
jaali, all over the motifs and the stylized floral designs reflect socio-cultural history of
this beautiful product. The human skill in form of hand painting has lent a high level
of delicacy to this art form is one of the important characteristic of this product.
K)

Inspection Body:
The inspection body consisting of the following have been constituted for maintaining
the quality of the product
•
•
•
•

L)

Officer In-charge, O/o the Development Commissioner (Handicraft), Jaipur.
Director (Market Research), Textiles Committee, Ministry of Textiles, Mumbai
Representative of Producers Associations, Jaipur,
Prominent Master Artisans of the product

Others:
The product bears generational legacy as the artisans learn the art from their
forefathers.

Note:
"The GI Application Number 66 "Blue Pottery of Jaipur" & GI Application Number 540
"Blue Pottery of Jaipur (Logo)" have been registered separately, however, the applicant is at
liberty to use the registration jointly and independently and that such use would also be a
valid use under the Registration."
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Advertised under Rule 41 (1) of Geographical Indications of Goods (Registration & Protection)
Rules, 2002 in the Geographical Indications Journal 93 dated 30th November, 2016
G.I. APPLICATION NUMBER – 541
Application Date: 28-12-2015
Application is made by Development Commissioner (Handicrafts), Ministry of Textiles,
Government of India, West Block, No.8, R K Puram, New Delhi - 110066, India for
Registration in Part A of the Register of Kathputlis of Rajasthan (Logo) under Application
No: 541 in respect of Kathputlis (Puppets) falling in Class – 28 is hereby advertised as
accepted under Sub-section (1) of Section 13 of Geographical Indications of Goods
(Registration and Protection) Act, 1999.
A)

Name of the Applicant

:

Development Commissioner (Handicrafts),
Ministry of Textiles, Government of India

B)

Address

:

Development Commissioner (Handicrafts),
Ministry of Textiles, Government of India
West Block, No.8, R K Puram, New Delhi 110066, India

C)

Types of Goods

:

Class 28 – Kathputlis (Puppets)

D)

Specification:
Traditional puppeteers, known as Kathputlis or putli-wallahs, originally belong to
Bhat community of Naguar area of Marwar region in Rajasthan. They are basically
agricultural labourers, used to travel from one village to another and perform stories
with the help of string puppets along with the beats of dholak and local folk music.
These shows are mostly performed during the late evenings.
Now the some regions of Rajasthan such as Gudda village near Makarana, Lunicha,
Kuchaman and Khakholi on the eastern boundary of the great Thar Desert, still very
well maintains the lively tradition of kathputli.
The male and female puppets bear a strong resemblance to the Rajput miniature
paintings of Rajasthan. The style of head dress, the shape of the eye, the beard and
moustache style are used to suggest the character of the puppet. The male figures are
generally divided into 2 categories: Hindu Rajas and Mughal Nawabs e.g. a beard
parted in the center would connote a Hindu character, whereas a full beard suggests a
Muslim character. Then there are women characters, notably dancers. And then there
are many animals like horse, camel, elephant, crocodile and snake. The anatomy of
the puppets is reduced to a basic minimum but their dynamics matter.
Rajasthani Puppets are string marionettes that originate from the state of Rajasthan in
India. The puppets are controlled by strings that passes from the top of the puppet
over the puppeteers which dance based on popular legends. Characteristic to this form
are the shrill voices produced by the lead puppeteer which are spoken through a
bamboo reed. The puppeteer uses ballads to narrate the stories. These stories or tales
of romance and chivalry are told with movements of string puppets. The art of
Rajasthani puppetry (also called Kathputli) originated a thousand years ago when the
Bhat community began to practice this art. Patronised by many ruling families in the
state, it soon grew into a major art form of the region. It has been one of the oldest
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forms of entertainment. "Kathputli", the word itself brings to front the colorful images
of Rajasthan.
E)

Name of the Geographical Indication:
KATHPUTLIS OF RAJASTHAN (LOGO)

F)

Description of the Goods:
Puppetry is a form of theatre or performance which involves the manipulation of
puppets. It is very ancient, and is believed to have originated 30,000 years ago. This
art once had a distinct socio-political and religious role in the country. Most puppetry
involves storytelling. The impact of puppetry depends on the process of
transformation of puppets, which has much in common with magic and with play.
Thus it can create complex and magical theatre with relatively small resources.
Marionettes or string puppets in Rajasthan is known as Kuthputli. It has been derived
from Kath means wood and putli means doll, figure. The Kathputli tradition of
Rajasthan is an ancient art form and its practitioners have entertained, presented
social commentary and passed down the art from generation to generation. The
traditional set of puppeteers for the Amar Singh Rathore play used to be of 52
characters. Now the puppeteer uses only few characters whose identity they have
modified to suit the current needs of the public. The puppeteers are creating small and
cheap puppets keeping the demand pattern in mind which varies from 2” to 2 ft length
and sell them to domestic and foreign tourist.
Marionettes or string puppets in Rajasthan is known as: kathputli (Kath- wood,
putlidoll, figure). The kathputli tradition of Rajasthan is an ancient art and its
Practitioners have entertained, made social commentary, and passed down important
information for countless generations. The traditional set of puppets for the Amar
Singh Rathore play used to be of 52 characters. But now the puppeteers use only a
few characters whose identity they have modified to suit the current needs of the
public e.g. Munnajaan was renamed anarkali and even this was later changed to
Helen. So the puppeteers are sharp in sensing the taste and sensibility of the crowd
and adapt the show accordingly. Nowadays, the puppeteers make small cheap nonfunctional puppets, varying from 2” to 2 ft length, and sell them to domestic and
foreign tourists, and earn their major part of income form this.

G)

Geographical area of Production and Map as shown in page no:

66

Traditional puppeteers, known as Kathputlis or putli-wallahs, originally belong to
Bhat community of Naguar area of Marwar region in Rajasthan. They are basically
agricultural labourers, used to travel from one village to another and perform stories
with the help of string puppets along with the beats of dholak and local folk music.
Now the some regions of Rajasthan such as Gudda village near Makarana, Lunicha,
Kuchaman and Khakholi on the eastern boundary of the great Thar Desert, still very
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well maintains the lively tradition of kathputli. Nagaur district of Rajasthan which lies
at a latitude of 27.00 N and a longitude of 73.40E is the main centre of this craft.
H)

Proof of Origin (Historical records):
Puppetry is a very ancient art form, thought to have originated about 30,000 years
ago. Puppets have been used since the earliest times to animate and communicate the
ideas and needs of human societies. Some historians claim that they pre-date actors in
theatre. There is evidence that they were used in Egypt as early as 2000 BC when
string-operated figures of wood were manipulated to perform the action of kneading
bread. Wire controlled, articulated puppets made of clay and ivory have also been
found in Egyptian tombs. Hieroglyphs also describe "walking statues" being used in
Ancient Egyptian religious dramas. The oldest written record of puppetry can be
found in the written records of Xenophon, a Greek historian dating from around 422
BC.
Puppetry is an ancient form of visual art that involves the manipulation of various
kinds of puppets. Puppetry shows which are performed in the various parts of the
world have one thing in common. They involve storytelling and performed mostly
during any rituals or any celebrations such as carnival.
History of Puppetry in India:
According to historians, puppets are as old as civilisation. Dating back to 2500 BC,
the ancient civilisation of Harappa and Mohenjo-Daro was spread over thousands of
kilometres and the variety of archaeological relics includes a terracotta bull with
detachable head that can be manipulated by a string: thus achieving limited animation.
Another figure found is a terracotta monkey that slides up and down a stick: creating a
vertical movement.
The Indian tradition of puppetry is based on the concept that earth is a stage for the
gods to perform. The story of Krishna’s childhood mentions that with these strings, he
manipulates each object in the universe. According to legendary Kannada puppeteer
Kogga Kamath, a traditional puppet is the embodiment of the three gods togetherBrahma, Vishnu and Maheshwara. The central string represents Brahma, the string
for movement tied to the limbs of the puppets represents Vishnu and the balance
strings through the hands represent Shiva or Maheshwara. The Mahabharata refers to
popular entertainment in India including art of puppetry and shadow theatre. When
the princess Uttara and her friends urged Arjuna to bring back (after his campaign
against Kaurava clan) the fine, gaily coloured, delicate and soft garments for their
dolls, the allusion was to puppets. The best reference is probably from the Gita where
the three qualities of the Sattah, Rajah and Tamah, found in men, are the three strings
pulled by the Divine to lead men in life.
The Ashokan rock edicts in the third century BC announced and endorsed many
religious and moral practices, and alluded to the Jambudweep (the ancient name of
India) as a puppet theatre. In the following century Patanjali, the great grammarian,
enunciated in his Ashtadhyayi Mahabhashya many illustrations from the Sanskrit
plays and entertainment's of his time, which relate to the three major streams: the
dance drama, the puppet theatre and the musical narrative of storytelling. The other
great grammarian Panini, even before Patanjali's time, laid down rules of grammar
with puppets as illustrations.
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Therigatha, an old Buddhist treatise, was composed by senior Buddhist nuns and
contains a clear reference to puppet theatre. They refer to a dance show by string
puppets with detachable limbs made of woods.
Natya Shastra by Bharata in the second century brings much evidence on puppets.
The most important reference is to the Sutradhar who would manipulate dolls with
sutra (strings) from inside. Since Sutradhar in classic Sanskrit plays is the principal
co-ordinator and stage manager who holds the strings of dramatic performance, the
scholars think that the puppet-play with a literal Sutradhar must have preceded the
theatre proper.
Around the same time, in the South India the epic Shilappadikaram by Ilango
mentions: "The puppets danced with war-like vigour just as goddess Lakshmi danced
to destroy the demons." The Tamil scholar Thiruvalluvar wrote about puppets in his
famous Kurals: "The movements of a man who does not have a sensitive conscience
are like the stimulation of life by marionettes moved by strings".
In the Kamasutra of Vatsyayana, the celebrated classic of intimate human
relationship, various types of puppets and puppet-plays were discussed. The best way
to entertain and seduce young girls was to organise the performance of puppet shows
and presenting the damsels with puppets. Kamasutra also elaborated upon the making
of puppets from thread, animal horns, elephant tusk, honeycomb wax, flour and clay.
For the first time, Vatsyayana mentioned manipulation of puppets not only by strings
but also with yantras (mechanical devices) so that puppets could be animated with
their in-built mechanism.
Kalidasa, the Sanskrit poet and playwright, gave a few dramatic instructions in
Abhigyana Shakuntalam, which seem to be based on a puppet show. There were many
mentions in plays like Panchala Anuyanam for animated puppets and human actors,
performing together.
Kathasaritsagar, a collection of ancient fables, had many descriptions of mechanised
wooden dolls, which formed charming gifts within a basket full of lovely puppets.
These puppets were fitted with keys whose operation made them dance and narrate
story. One mechanised puppet could even bring a garland of flowers and another
could fetch water.
Simhasana-Dratrimsika, a famous collection of thirty-two fairy tales, has been part of
ancient folk literature. The story is about the king Bhoja whose throne, inherited from
Vikramaditya was carried by thirty-two statues of ladies. It seems that these wooden
dolls, as mechanical contrivances, could present shows on fights between gods and
demons, churning of the sea, and even providing love sports.
Another play Balaramayana in the tenth century mentioned two wooden dolls:
representing the epic characters Sita and her stepsister Sundarika. This was a
wonderful dramatic technique employing the human actor and wooden puppets
together on the stage in consummate dramatic action. Richard Pischel, according to
whom the Vidushak of the classical Sanskrit play is the predecessor of the German
puppets Kaspearle and Hanswrust, also corroborates this idea.
Puppets are known by a variety of names in the country. In Hindi, it is called Putin or
Pustule, while in Sanskrit; it is called panchalika or puttikaa as well as putulika.
Across India, the dolls are christened putlin, bomlatta, gombeyata, bhaulia, bomba
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and so on. The word puppet traces its roots from the Latin term pupa or pupila, which
means a little girl or a doll.
Rajasthan Puppetry:
Rajasthani Puppets are string marionettes that originate from the state of Rajasthan in
India. The puppets are controlled by strings that passes from the top of the puppet
over the puppeteers which dance based on popular legends. Characteristic to this form
are the shrill voices produced by the lead puppeteer which are spoken through a
bamboo reed. The puppeteer uses ballads to narrate the stories. These stories or tales
of romance and chivalry are told with movements of string puppets. The art of
Rajasthani puppetry (also called Kathputli) originated a thousand years ago when the
Bhat community began to practice this art. Patronised by many ruling families in the
state, it soon grew into a major art form of the region. It has been one of the oldest
forms of entertainment. "Kathputli", the word itself brings to front the colorful images
of Rajasthan. Kathputli means a puppet and it is one of the most popular performing
visual arts of Rajasthan.
The string puppet is perhaps the most common form of puppetry in India, in common
with the rest of the world. Even now, many people understand the puppetry in India as
manipulation of string puppets or Kathputli and think of those gorgeous puppets of
Rajasthan.
It is said that puppetry of Rajasthan is more than a thousand years old but there is no
written evidence of it. Mainly the Bhat community practices this art termed Kathputli
(Kath meaning wood and Putli meaning doll). These people claim that their ancestors
had performed for royal families and received great honour and prestige from the
rulers of Rajasthan, Madhya Pradesh and Punjab. Their legend goes back to the times
of the Great King Vikramaditya of Ujjain whose throne Simhasan Battisi had 32
decorative dolls dancing and doing acrobatic feats. The first Bhat produced a play
with 32 puppets on the life and achievements of king Vikramaditya and his progeny
performed it for hundreds of years.
Much later Prithiraj Chauhan of Delhi gave them money to produce a play on his life
and achievements. Under the patronage of Amar Singh Rathod of Nagaur kingdom,
the Bhats produced plays on his reign and heroic death, which are still extant today.
The great Moghuls of Delhi loved glamorous and gorgeous entertainment but did not
patronise puppets. So the puppeteers had to depend on smaller and inferior landlords
who had no money or taste for the art. The Kathputli Bhats were gradually reduced to
great penury.
Kathputli gradually lost its importance due to the invasion of Rajasthan by the
Mughals. Though it remains one of the oldest forms of entertainment. Still there are
parts in Rajasthan where puppet shows are organised and effort is being made to keep
this ancient art form alive. Now, puppet show has come a long way from the time it
was performed only in royal courts. The pair of Moomal-Mahendra, Dhola-Maru and
other legendary are still popular with the general and local folk in Rajasthan. The
puppeteers of Rajasthan were genealogists, who sang songs about their ancestors
while playing their dolls on the stage. The songs are accompanied with the musical
instruments of Rajasthan, which are simple but quite unusual. Many folk tales of
courageous Maharanas have been staged with puppets. There is storyteller who
unwinds a fictitious folk tale or a real episode from the Hindu epics - the Ramayana or
the Mahabharata. He makes use of these kathputlis while telling the story. Each
puppet resembles a character in the tale. The film industry may have beaten the
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puppet theatre in India but yet the significance of these artistic puppets still amuses
the audience.
In the ancient time, people used to believe that puppet shows are a useful medium to
get rid off evil spirits. Also they assumed that these shows will bring rain and
prosperity in the lives of the villagers.
In Kathputli the theme is not important. Puppets are generally one and half feet in
height and are made in many parts of Rajasthan. Bhats make their own puppets. They
make the stage by placing two cots together vertically and tying bamboo around them
horizontally. A curtain, generally dark in colour, is at the back-stage and a colourful
curtain with three arches hangs at the front, called Tiwara or Tajmahal. Most of the
puppets are hung on the bamboo at the back-stage. Some puppets, like the acrobats
and the wrestlers have legs, but these are not to be manipulated. The dancer Anarkali
has four strings. Her limbs are sewn in such a manner that with the slightest jerk
several dance-movements can be produced. The Horse rider, Nimbuwala and the
Juggler have some intricate movements. A Snake charmer is another attraction of the
show. Head of the snake is made of wood and the rest of cloth. The snake charmer is
smaller in size than the snake. The announcer is called Kharbar Khan who has a drum
tied between his two legs and a stick on his two hands. The puppets are tied with dark
strings, which do not show against the dark backdrop, and dim lights are used.
In the performance, music or ballad plays an important role as the entire performance
is based upon the ballad. Sometimes, the puppeteer makes use of various sound
effects to achieve the reality impact and give a quality entertainment. The puppeteer
shows all his skills to make puppets dance on his tunes. It recounts historic anecdotes,
replay tales of love, and include much screeching and high-pitched sound as the
puppet twirl and move frenetically at the time of performance. The kathputlis, which
have traveled all over the world, winning acclaim, is the most popular face of Indian
puppets — and the country’s most significant contribution to global puppetry.
Occasion for puppet shows
No festival or fair or social gathering in Rajasthan is completed without puppet
shows. These puppet shows are really very charming and have the ability to
mesmerize you by their simplicity. If anyone wants to view some colorful puppet
shows than they must try to attend some famous fairs or festivals of Rajasthan like
Pushkar Fair, Desert Fair or summer festival or Teej Festival etc.
Tourist Spots where puppet shows are organized
Today, this rich heritage of Rajasthan is on the verge of extinction due to emergence
of other forms of entertainment. Of late, Rajasthan government has realized the
importance of this dying art form and has taken some valuable measures to revive
puppetry in the state. The government has opened many puppetry theaters in the state
and also it organizes puppet shows on the regular basis in the country side of the state.
Even several luxurious heritage hotels of Rajasthan also organise some spectacular
puppetry shows in their premises to provide a slice of Rajasthani folklore to its guests.
Proof of origin
The communities of Puppet makers are originally form the Nagaur district. Nagaur
district is spread over an area of 17,718 sq. km. (5.18 per cent of the
state).Marionettes or string puppets in Rajasthan are known as: kathputli (Kath wood, putli - doll, figure). The kathputli tradition of Rajasthan is an ancient art and its
practitioners have entertained, made social commentary, and passed down important
information for countless generations.
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The vast majority of the puppeteers are members of a caste of hereditary bards and
genealogists known as Bhats, but this community is also closely associated with
another group of professional performers called Nats. The title nat literally means
performer, and the word is derived from the term natya or performance. Thus nat
refers to a person who performs some type of theater display or natak. These
occupational categories, however, are rarely clear-cut, and a great amount of overlap
exists between these professions. “Thus though some castes attend exclusively to
genealogy, there are others who combine the functions of the genealogist and the
musician,” acrobat, or puppeteer.
There are some stories related to the origin of this craft. One story says the Putle
Bhats were born out of the mouth of Lord Brahma and therefore the entertainment of
people is their profession. According to another legend, the Bhats always speak the
truth, as they are the messengers of the goddess. Another story related to the origin of
the craft of puppet making goes back to the times of the legendary king Vikramaditya.
Due to the righteousness of the King, the Gods had given him a throne, decorated with
32 magical figures that had the power to come alive and advise the King. One day
King decided that he should share this gift with the entire humanity so he commanded
the Bhats, known to be excellent performers, to make copies of these figures, travel
throughout the land spreading their wisdom to masses. They are the most migrant of
all the performing communities in India.
According to Puran Bhat, a traditional puppeteer from the Nagaur region in Rajasthan,
the first puppets made by his ancestors were from corn. Subsequently, carpenters
crafted the dolls from wood - mostly bamboo.
For the Bhats, puppets are a sort of divinity giving them livelihood, peace, activity
and joy. Recently, puppeteers have tried to make the art modern and to introduce
different mechanisms for achieving sophisticated manipulation.
I)

Method of Production:
In Rajasthan puppet craft is fully developed and is a fundamental part of Rajasthan art
and craft. In Rajasthan most puppets are string puppet which is the most common type
of puppet found in India. They are called kathputlis from kath meaning wood and
pulti meaning doll. Kathputlis wear brightly colored costumes which are fashioned by
the puppeteers from scraps of cloth. Mostly, the puppets are made in pieces like the
face, body, arms and legs, which are carved out of wood as separate wooden blocks.
Fixed them loosely, so that sufficient movement can be given to each part. Strings are
tied on every piece, which is then pull of a string gives the part some movement. The
strings are looped into the puppeteer's hands and fingers. The puppet lies inert on the
stage until they come to life when the strings are pulled. The series and synchronized
pull of strings make the puppet dance and express. These puppets dresses made from
old printed fabrics and hands are made simply by stuffing rags or cotton into the
sleeve of the dresses. The kathputlis, sparkling eyes and brightly colored dresses,
gives unforgettable experience.
A puppet is deemed badly constructed if it cannot carry out the actions required by its
range of characters. The important part is for the figure to have positive proportions,
clear carrying power or throw, and thoroughly reliable jointing and height. Action and
movement are the prime factors of the puppet. Voice and speech are secondary
components. Each puppet character must have its own identity -- easily recognisable
from its costume, walk, movement and behaviour.
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Puppet figure is a unity in which the format of the body, proportions among the
various parts, the contour and configuration of the hands, feet and the head are parts.
Facial expression is most important, kept as simple and true to the character as
possible. Eyes are fixed in traditional puppets. The puppet's head moves to indicate
the eye-movement rather than the eyes themselves. Size and colour of the eyes
expresses a character. Ears disappear if the head is entirely covered by hair, as for
dancing women. For marionettes, ears made stable and strong enough as the head
string are attached often on the ears. Colour of the ears should resemble that of the
body. Hair is an element by which we recognise the character. Sparse hair goes well
with an old man, a bun on the top indicate a sage or a recluse, and so on. Materials
like crape, foam, ropes, wool and threads are used to etch a character, with
corresponding colours to catch the light. Hands differ from puppet to puppet; and are
kept in harmony with the character. In contemporary puppetry, bare or gloved hands
of the puppeteer are used as the puppet's hands, --- with near-human movement and
achieving a telling effect. For animals, the palms become black paws. Tails are
important for animals, in order to distinguish them. Costumes should express
character in an appropriate manner, be suitable for the particular scene, go in tune
with other characters and look apt in the stage setting and stage-lights. Shadow
puppets indicate costumes through drawing and colour-shades, with their designs
suggested through different patterns of perforation. Jewellery is an essential element
of costume. The sizes of the ornaments are in proportion with the puppet-figure.
Traditional puppeteers take costumes and jewellery from the folk theatre of the
region. Colours, whether on the face or the costume, also signify a special quality.
Blue is used on the faces of deities, such as, the god Krishna being always blue.
Heroic characters like Rama or Arjuna being green or white, female characters like
Sita or Draupadi being yellow and evil characters like Ravana (or a demon) being red
or black. Particularly for shadow characters, these colours make them immediately
recognisable to the audience and help in the story's smooth development Traditional
puppeteers earlier used vegetable colours and are veering towards mineral colour
now, in keeping with the market trend.
Joints are needed to provide articulation and depend solely on the puppets material.
Mechanisms used in rod puppets are: pivot, hinge, screw eye, tongue-and-groove, and
ball-and-socket. Wire, rope and string are used for shadow puppets. Cloth-joints are
used for marionette and rod puppets. These joints are useful for neck, shoulder, hands
and legs.
The string puppet uses vertical control for human figures, but the more common one
is the horizontal control. Generally, an animal figure has strings on its shoulder, head,
tail and legs. A human puppet has a pair of strings each on head, shoulders, legs and
hands and one string at back. The dancer puppet has two extra strings on waist so that
it can move its hip. All the strings are separate and moved by the slightest pull. Other
than wood, cloth stuffed with cotton is used for making body, hands and legs. A good
trick is to cover the nether portion of the puppet with a long, billowy shirt and
eliminate the legs altogether! The figures are generally 18 to 36 inches in height for
human beings. Since animal puppets tend to be big in size, lightwood or wire-frame or
stuffed body are use in their making.
Method of Production:
Puppet making is systematically done in seven different steps namely
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1. Measuring wood for the face of the puppet
Wood plank is measured with the hand and a length of 1bet (palm size) and 3
angul (fingers) is selected to be cut. While some puppets have rather long necks
attached to their heads.
2. Dol Lena, which is shaping with the axe
When chorasi is used to give two diagonal shavings to the wood to impart basic
shape of the face by giving the slope of the node, the process is called ‘dol lena’.
After this the shoulder is marked onto the wood. The top of the head is shaped to
suggest the head gear of the puppet.
3. Nak banana (making the nose)
The nose is chiseled with the use of Ustara and Cheni.
4. Ghisai or smoothening
Once the carving work is done, the puppet head is rubed with emery papery, to
make the surface smooth and even.
5. Rangai is the painting of these puppets.
The puppets have elongated stylized eyes and the faces are generally painted a
lighter shade of yellow with a touch o orange in it. Earlier natural colors made of
minerals were used. They used to be powdered, mixed and ground well in gum
and then applied. These colors were rich in tone but not very shiny in appearance.
E.g. white clay and a bit of turmeric added to it was used to create the color for the
face. Soot collected at the base of a broken earthen pot was used for black.
6. Padding with cotton (to make the body)
The wooden end of the neck of the carved head is covered with cotton. The hands
are first created in cloth and then stuffed in with cotton. Now the body of the
puppet is ready to be clothed.
7. Clothing
Other than the head, the rest of the body is made of cloth. The wife of the
puppeteer then decorates it with sequins and beads etc. to make the puppet look
attractive. There are no leg controls in Rajasthan puppetry.
J)

Uniqueness:
Rajasthan puppets have their own unique speciality. Rajasthani string puppets are
perhaps the only example of their kind in the world where a control or cross is not
used for manipulation. In other words, all the strings are attached to the puppeteers’
fingers directly, which demand a great deal of virtuosity. These puppets are operated
with strings. The strings vary from 2 to 8, the larger the puppets, the more the
movement and agility of the character. For example, the Bengali jadugar is
manipulated with 8 strings, such that at times the puppets holds it’s heads with it’s
legs, turned upside down, or pulls it’s extended head back into position, making the
audience laugh. The hands have no joints unlike the other string puppets of India.
Puppeteers manipulate the puppets with a whistling, squeaking voice and are
interpreted by a narrator who also provides the rhythms. The puppets have no legs and
movements are free. Their bodies and limbs are made of mango wood and stuffed
with cotton. A slight jerk of the string causes the puppets to produce movements of
the hands, neck and shoulder. Many puppets hang on one rope: one string tied to the
head and other to the waist. The puppeteer makes a loop around his fingers and
manipulates the puppet. He takes ghungru (bells) in his hands and plays it according
to rhythm. These puppets have a very limited vocabulary, so the movements play a
very important part. Puppets are moved towards each other with speed and with
swords in their hands in fighting postures. Greetings and salutations are done by
bending the puppets and leaving their arms to hang loosely.
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K)

Inspection Body:
The inspection body consisting of the following have been constituted for maintaining
the quality of the product
•
•
•

L)

Officer In-charge, O/o the Development Commissioner (Handicraft), Jaipur.
Director (Market Research), Textiles Committee, Ministry of Textiles, Mumbai
Representatives of producers and prominent master artisans.

Others:
The product bears generational legacy as the artisans learn the art from their
forefathers.

Note:
"The GI Application Number 68 "Kathputlis Of Rajasthan" & GI Application Number 541
"Kathputlis Of Rajasthan (Logo)" have been registered separately, however, the applicant is
at liberty to use the registration jointly and independently and that such use would also be a
valid use under the Registration."
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General Information
What is a Geographical Indication?
 It is an indication,
 It is used to identify agricultural,natural,or manufactured goods originating in
the said area,
 It originates from a definite territory in India,
 It should have a special quality or characteristics unique to the geographical
indication.
Examples of possible Geographical Indications in India:
Some of the examples of Geographical Indications in India include Basmati Rice,
Darjeeling Tea, Kancheepuram silk saree, Alphonso Mango, Nagpur Orange,
Kolhapuri Chappal, Bikaneri Bhujia etc.
What are the benefits of registration of Geographical Indications?
 It confers legal protection to Geographical Indications in India,
 It prevents unauthorized use of a registered Geographical Indication by
others.
 It boosts exports of Indian Geographical indications by providing legal
Protection.
 It promotes economic Prosperity of Producers.
 It enables seeking legal protection in other WTO member countries.
Who can apply for the registration of a Geographical Indication?
Any association of persons, producers, organization or authority established by or
under the law can apply.
The applicant must represent the interest of the producers.
The application should be in writing in the prescribed form.
The application should be addressed to the Registrar of Geographical Indications
along with prescribed fee.
Who is the Registered Proprietor of a Geographical Indication?
Any association of persons, producers, organisation or authority established by or
under the law can be a registered proprietor. There name should be entered in the
Register of Geographical Indications as registered proprietor for the Geographical
Indication applied for.
Who is an authorized user?
A producer of goods can apply for registration as an authorized user, with respect to
a registered Geographical Indication. He should apply in writing in the prescribed
form alongwith prescribed fee.
Who is a producer in relation to a Geographical Indication?
A producer is a person dealing with three categories of goods
 Agricultural Goods including the production, processing, trading or dealing.
 Natural Goods including exploiting, trading or dealing.
 Handicrafts or industrial goods including making, manufacturing, trading or
dealing.
Is registration of a Geographical Indication compulsory?
While registration of Geographical indication is not compulsory, it offers better legal
protection for action for infringement.
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What are the advantages of registering?
 Registration affords better legal protection to facilitate an action for
infringement.
 The registered proprietor and authorized users can initiate infringement
actions.
 The authorized users can exercise right to use the Geographical indication.
Who can use the registered Geographical Indication?
Only an authorized user has the exclusive rights to use the Geographical indication in
relation to goods in respect of which it is registered.
How long is the registration of Geographical Indication valid? Can it be
renewed?
The registration of a Geographical Indication is for a period of ten years.
Yes, renewal is possible for further periods of 10 years each.
If a registered Geographical Indications is not renewed, it is liable tobe removed
from the register.
When a Registered Geographical Indication is said tobe infringed?
 When unauthorized use indicates or suggests that such goods originate in a
geographical area other than the true place of origin of such goods in a
manner which misleads the public as to their geographical origins.
 When use of Geographical Indication results in unfair competition including
passing off in respect of registered Geographical indication.
 When the use of another Geographical Indication results in a false
representation to the public that goods originate in a territory in respect of
which a Geographical Indication relates.
Who can initiate an infringement action?
The registered proprietor or authorized users of a registered Geographical indication
can initiate an infringement action.
Can a registered Geographical Indication be assigned, transmitted etc?
No, A Geographical Indication is a public property belonging to the producers of the
concerned goods. It shall not be the subject matter of assignment, transmission,
licensing, pledge, mortgage or such other agreement. However, when an authorized
user dies, his right devolves on his successor in title.
Can a registered Geographical Indication or authorized user be removed
from the register?
Yes, The Appellate Board or the Registrar of Geographical Indication has the power
to remove the Geographical Indication or authorized user from the register. The
aggrieved person can file an appeal within three months from the date of
communication of the order.
How a Geographical Indication differs from a trade mark?
A trade mark is a sign which is used in the course of trade and it distinguishes good
or services of one enterprise from those of other enterprises. Whereas a
Geographical Indication is used to identify goods having special Characteristics
originating from a definite geographical territory.
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THE REGISTRATION PROCESS
In December 1999, Parliament passed the Geographical Indications of Goods
(Registration and Protection) Act 1999. This Act seeks to provide for the registration
and protection of Geographical Indications relating to goods in India. This Act is
administered by the Controller General of Patents, Designs and Trade Marks, who is
the Registrar of Geographical Indications. The Geographical Indications Registry is
located at Chennai.
The Registrar of Geographical Indication is divided into two parts. Part ‘A’ consists of
particulars relating to registered Geographical indications and Part ‘B’ consists of
particulars of the registered authorized users.
The registration process is similar to both for registration of geographical indication
and an authorized user which is illustrated below:

Filing an Application

Examiantion

Objections

Opportunity
for Hearing

Refused

Opposition if
any

Allowed or
refused

Appeal to
IPAB

Acceptance

Advertised in the
GI Journal

Acceptance of
GI
Entered in the GI
Register

Registration
Certificate issued
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